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SUMMARY י

. :

The subject of this Practicum I Project is the design of health infor
mation systems, with special reference to information systems in longterm |
care. The paper is based primarily on a review off ifteen information sys I

tenrs, with additional information gathered from interviews and the litera [

ture. The research was conducted during my Practicum. I placement at the ;

Brookdale Institute of Gerontology and Adult Human Development in Jerusalem,

Israel , June to August 1982.

Recommendations of key elements in a health information system follow

. the general discussion. The specific characteristics of information needs !

in longterm care are then examined, and recommendations for a longterm

care information system are presented. /

The proposed recommendations are the results of an academic exercise; F

I(""tYV., , ,^ _ _"., _,..., ._ __ . .. ., .

and development of a health information system. I
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Information is a major requirement for planning, evaluation, and policy 1

1

formulation. The term "information system" is used to describe the plan in
corporating the concepts, ideas, objects, activities and persons providing

management with relevant information for making decisions. Health information

systems are being developed and implemented in many areas of the health care |
system as a means of collecting and processing information, as well as provid I

ing a basis for the planning of health services. They attempt to provide rel
evant and timely information for health care administrators, planners and

researchers by facilitating the sharing of technical , scientific and administra

tive information by all health personnel . Health care is information based;

therefore, health information systems are central to the effective promotion

^^ and delivery of care within the health system.

Part 1 of this paper is based on a review of the international literature
on health information systems and on interviews conducted with government and (

health information system administrators in Israel. From this review, key

elements of health information systems have been selected and are discussed and

compared. The primary aspects are the basic data set, linkage of system com
<

ponents, methods of data collection and processing, uses of the information and

outputs, evaluation, and problems and issues of health information systems. The I

focus of the discussion is on those aspects which contribute to a successful

health information system, with recommendations of necessary elements for such

a system. \

Longterm care is an area of the health care system which differs in its \

information requirements from the acute or ambulatory care sectors of health

^ care. Part 2 of this paper examines the special characteristics of longterm

care and the resulting information needs, using examples from the international \
f

/
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literature. Necessary components of an information system for longterm care *■

w are discussed, and recommendations for the structure of such a system are

made.

Since this research was conducted while in Israel, it was decided to supp

lement the review of the international literature with personal interviews with

administrators of a variety of information systems in Israel. Through the inter ■..

views it was possible to gain more detailed information on various components

of information systems than is available in the literature. Many of the exam

pies given are based on Israeli information systems, since the availability
of pertinent, unpublished information often provided a more complete picture

and better understanding of the individual system.

A description of each system reviewed can be found in Appendix I. App

endix 2 consists of examples of minimum basic data sets. Examples of longterm .

j£ care basic data sets can be found in Appendix 3.

The recommendations in both sections of this paper are general. While the

Israeli health care system is often used as a hypothetical test for the recommen

dations, it is not intended that they be interpreted as being designed parti cu !

larly for that country. Either set, or both, could serve as a framework for

an information system in Israel , or elsewhere.

i

. I
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II. PART 1  HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS ■ f

. ^י Purposes and Principles י "■ }

The provision of information to managers, planners and policymakers for /

administrative and organizational purposes is generally performed via an infor I
mat ion system. "Information system11 describes a variety of functions, ranging j

from small systems responsible for office recordkeeping to allembracing \

mammoth computer systems central to the operations of a national health care \

system. The concept of an information system is generally linked with computer |
technology, although a system may be built on a manual file.  |

Health information systems exist in single institutions, cover many insti I
tutions, or may be largescale, such as a national system. For the purposes /

of this paper, "health information system" will refer to systems that serve
an integrative purpose among several health care providers including local, :

MD * regional and national systems, and excludes hospital information systems which

serve only one institution. A health information system may be described using /

the definition accepted by the member states of the European region of the I

World Health Organization in 1977: I
. . . an organization of people, facilities and methods interacting r
together as a subsystem of [a] socioeconomic information system to pro .

vide the necessary data and information on the health situation . . . ■

and the factors (social , economic, geographic, etc.) influencing it, /

on the deployment of the health resources available, and on the utili |
ation of these resources in support of the planning and management of
the health services.!
In most of the countries reviewed, health information systems are וזו

operation at many levelsnational , regional , local and institutionalwith
the components of collection, processing, storage, retrieval and analysis of

health information taking place at several levels. A national health '7nfor

mation system should serve all of these levels without undue duplication and

^ simultaneously should satisfy different institutional and sectoral interests.
Kozak discusses four purposes for establishing a health data system. Data /
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/ /

/s collected for use in the planning and evaluation of health services. It
^P also provides the basis for research into problems in the delivery of health

services. Epidemiological research is facilitated by a data system which des '

cribes the relevant population and/or health problem. Lastly, the system serves

as an administrative tool for management to monitor and assess the efficiency
2

and effectiveness of health care services. ■

These purposes can be related to the human component of the information /

systemadministrators, clinicians, researchers and planners who are aided in /

their work by the data contained in the information system. Weinstein empha \

sizes the necessity of using the system not only to assist patient care, man

agement of the facility, research and development, and monitoring of programs, \

1" but also as a vehicle for evaluation of the many ongoing aspects of the health !

3 ?care system.  I

improve the acquisition, processing, communication, timeliness and clarity
of val id and reliable observations about a particular topic. " He posits that
health information serves to identify individual and collective health prob

lems, to assess their relative severity and urgency, to estimate their prev /

alence and social costs, to identify and assess the relative safety, risks ji

/[' and efficacy of various forms of intervention, and to evaluate the relative 

benefits, costs and effectiveness of measures advocated for the prevention,

control or amelioration of individual and community health problems. Therefore,

health information "is concerned with the enhancement of levels of individual ;

and collective health to which present and future populations may aspire.
Wh i te suggests eight principles for the development of a health information I

f
system. These are: " I

and characteristics are known or can be estimated, i.e. populationbased. ■
' * ■_ ^^ t

?
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2) It should be problemoriented rather than based on diagnoses. /

||p  3) Positive identification of individuals, essential to linkage of ser J

vices, should be possible, i.e. personspecific. [

4) It should also be providerspecific so that monitoring of the services [
provided by personnel , in institutions and for populations is possible. ;

5) If the system will be used for comparing data over time, time related :

data should exist, i.e. periodspecific. " :

t

6) The data should be procedurespecific, so that the system can identify

the forms of intervention used. ;.

7) The system should be practical, with data collection incorporated into

regular work activities, with minimal, yet necessary, information being coll \

ected (as many of the items should be precoded as possible to minimize the time \

taken up in data collection).
. "'יי Li" r   יי י ■ . ■ ■ י ■ ■. ■  .

.collectedshould be of substantial importance0 ■ ■

Additional concepts which appear frequently in the literature are those

of relevance, timeliness, completeness and quality of data. Information to

guide health care planning and policy formulation is usually incomplete. As

discussed by Haro, it is exceptional to find information that is relevant,
complete, reliable, easy to read, and available at the appropriate time. In

the development of an information system, it is essential to incorporate

measures to guarantee that the information will satisfy all of these criteria.
The reviews of the information systems in Appendix 1 indicate the level of

success of these systems in meeting these criteria. Time lags are often a

problem and, therefore, data is not available within a relevant time period.

)See the description of the processing of hospitalization data in Israel t■

9 Appendix 1.02.) Excessive amounts of information may be collected, raising 1

the question of relevance. (See the Israeli Registry of Retarded Children
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Appendix 1.07.) The completeness, accuracy and quality of data are issues
_ <■

^p in all of the systems. (See Appendix 1.03, describing the Israeli Cancer

Registry.) Missing data is a common problem; as well, errors in recording \

)such as transposition of digits) and coding occur frequently, and probably /
I

cannot be eliminated even with thorough training of those recording the infor ;■

nation. i

The question of accuracy is a major one, especially when the data collected \

will be used as the basis for linkage of files. If this is based on a personal f

identity number, and the number is incorrect, then all subsequent work with *

that data will be invalid. Meticulous verification of data for errors and ;

missing data must be undertaken by whatever means possible (manually or by k

computer checks) . This includes checking reported data and crosschecking with [
other data bases.  .

An essential element in the development of a health information system is a [

set of guidelines, incorporating definitions of each data item to reduce or j

eliminate variation, to maximize uniformity and consistency of recording of i

data. All data elements must be defined to promote uniformity, but the defini /

tions must be sufficiently broad and flexible to accomodate multiple users in {

a largescale information system. For some i tenrs , international classification I

systems exist, such as the International Classification of Diseases, which pro \
o /

vides a standardized format for the coding of diagnoses. An established sys I

tenr such as this may be adapted for a particular system's use, and will be eff [

ective if all participants in the system are familiar with the scheme. (See I

the review of the Psychiatric Case Registry of Israel for an example of adap /

tat ion of the ICDAppendix 1.04.)' \. !
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The Basic Data Set_ *

w  There are many references in the literature to the development of a חוחז \

imum basic data set.9 It is unlikely that one data set can be developed which /

will adequately serve a variety of users, but the concept of a standardized set /

of defined data itenrs 1s a partial solution to the problem of variations in I

items recorded and in quality of these i tenrs . The basic data set concept facil I

itates use of multiuser information systems, where each user requires access

to identical data from other users.

The data set should provide a minimal amount of demographic, diagnostic
4

and medical services dataminimal in that only necessary items are collected,
but yet enough information is collected so as to be worthwhile. Some of the

important factors identified in the description of the United States Uniform

Hospital Discharge Data System include that the data be readily collected with

.

f

avoidance of unnecessary duplication of data available from other sources, and |

the necessity of preserving confidentiality of information yet still enabling *

public accountability.
Vuori outlines guidelines for the inclusion of data items in the data set.

There should be a clearly identified use for each item. Each should have dec

ision value, since the information system is often the major provider of infor i

mat ion for management decisions. The data should be useful to most potential \

users, be collected at the source, and should not duplicate data available from \

other sources. Vuori cites Wh i te ' s principles and emphasizes the need to pre

serve confidentiality. He concludes by emphasizing that the final set of data

be complete, operational , reliable, timely and economic to collect.
In a multiuser information system, the minimum data set provided may t

^r actually be abstracted from a much larger data set which individual users collect J

for their own information purposes. Roger, in a proposal for a European minimum /

l
f
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basic data set, proposes a "bottomup" approach, where large data.jjas.es are

C# used locally, and from these a much smaller data base is extracted for inter
national purposes. At the local level, data might be used for clinical /

 I
research, evaluation, hospital monitoring and management purposes. Regional t

and national use would require fewer items of data for populationrelated !

/  morbidity studies, planning, epidemiologic research and resource allocation.
Examples of some basic data sets are given in Appendix 2. These data sets

are all patientoriented. Information on other aspects may be incorporated !

into the information system. The National Center for Health Statistics in the

United States has identified components necessary for a core data system.

These are data on health manpower, health facilities, vital statistics, and

patient care. These components are essential if the information system is to

provide information on the compl ete health care system, instead of dealing only 

a with consumers. If the system is to act as a vehicle for moving and monitoring t

patients through the health care network, it must include information on the

providers of care and the places of care.

Personal Identification Number

Each of the data sets included in Appendix 2 incorporates a personal

identification number as the key to identifying an individual . This concept

is widely used, but is dependent on accurate transcription of the number. It
is impossible to eliminate human error completely when data is being transcribed.
As a result, errors do occur which nullify the use of the data if it is linked

to the incorrect identifier.

Different sorts of numbers are in use in various countries; the key to

all of them is that the number is unique to the individual . This number may

endix 1.08.) It may be directly linked to the information system, as in the ;

Livingston Community Health Services, where the identity number is the indiv
T
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idual's registration number in the organization. (See Appendix 1.09. ) Or, |
IP  it may be a health insurance number as in Saskatchewan. (See Appendix 110.) ;

j
. In a review of information systems , Brandejs et al . offer the following !

five criteria for a patient identification code.1 First, it is essential that /
it be unique to the individual . The number may be familybased (as in the Liv /

ingston system15), but each family member should have his/her own code number :

in addition to the family number. Second, the code should be universal in /
nature and used for the whole target population. Third, it should be permanent. /

One of the reasons for the number is to facilitate linkage of an individual 1s (

records overtime if the number is changed it may be very difficult to link |

the records (a problem encountered in the psychiatric research in Saskatch |

ewan16). Fourth, the number should be available for and to multiple uses and |
users. Lastly, it should be economical and easy to use. Although the impor jj

~u י .י ■ .._.. .. .  

size that the number should provide easy access to the individual.
In Israel , the personal identity number (Te'oodat Zeehoot) is used for

many purposes of identification. Each resident is given a unique identity '

I

number which is maintained in the Population Registry. (See Appendix 1.01.) I

The number is frequently used as identification for admission into the health f

system and is the key by which most of the government information systems |
check data on individuals. The number is not incorporated into all health 1

documents since some hospitals use only their own institutional identification f
number. As a result, many of the registries spend extensive amounts of time |
locating identity numbers so that additional personal data may be verified. f

)See the reviews of the Israeli Cancer and Psychiatry RegistriesAppendices r

1.03 and 1.04.) If all documents include the identification number, the reg I
3 istries would only have to search the Population Registry by number to check [

the accuracy of the individual 1s information, and significant amounts of time f
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I

would be saved. This illustrates that the existence of a system of identity I

Vgp numbers is not sufficient; all participants in the information system must

use the numbers as well. /

Another problem with personal identification in Israel deals with the ;

variations in spelling that occur as English names are translated into Hebrew /

characters, and Hebrew and Arabic names are translated into Latin characters. /

If an identification number is not used, then the name must be searched by a |
variety of spellings (in both languages) to locate the individual . This prob I

lem with spelling may be eliminated by the use of the Soundex system for a |
small registry. (See Appendix 1.03.) This system may not work effectively,
however, with a large population group, since there is an increased likelihood

of identical names occurring (and the frequency of identical names in Israel

is already very high).

"9 Privacy, Confidentiality and Data Security
The primary purpose for the use of personal identification numbers is

to enable identification of an individual. This raises the related issues of

confidentiality and privacy of the individual. Griesser defines privacy in

terms of the right of the individual to determine the degree to which he/she is

י■/ , willing to share information about him/herself with others. Confidentiality,
according to his definition, is part of the professional duty of personnel וויו

the health information system to safeguard the security of information processed

by the system. Security of the data involves ensuring data integrity and the

privacy of patients and physicians.
Epidemiological and health services research depend on theabil ity to "link .

/■ the basic data describing different events occurring in a person's life, and ;

" i

/^m therefore require a mechanism which effectively links the individual 1s records. /

If a system attempted to function without any sort of personal identification
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incorporated into it, it would be impossible to link these records for research *

©  purposes, to track individuals through the system, or to attempt followup. Con

fidentiality and privacy would be assured, but utilization of the data would be .

extremely limited. /

Most computer programs have safeguards built into them to prevent either '

damage to the data or unauthorized release of information. However, as data "i /
is used for an increasing number of purposes, more peo'pl e have access to it. r

For example, most of the Israeli registries described in Appendix 1 have access

to the Population Registry for verification of names and identification numbers. |
By obtaining access to other files (either computer or manual), it could be /

relatively easy to trace individuals since the identification number would /

already be known. When one number is used for many purposes, there is a high ,

risk of abuse of data confidentiality and accompanying violation of the indiv L

.■ acc ¥n manw Hafa hanlrc'^ י'"י1 "' ''■.^■■  י *  =■

and to link thesef i 1 es . I
Therefore, control of access to any data base is crucial . In a health I

\Information system, safeguards must be incorporated to protect confidential I
personal health information. As well, measures must be taken to prevent unauth I

orized copying of the data and to prevent both deliberate and unintentional '
misuse of the data. ■

Control of user access to data is one means to assure that confidentiality I

is respected. The system should be structured so that functions and authority r

are separated. The health information system should be disconnected from other I

information systems to prevent access by unauthorized persons to other banks I
of personal information. An alternative method to ensure confidentiality is
to utilize the computer to merge individual files, thereby creating an aggre

^ gate individual file with no personal information other than an identification i

number. This has been done in several studies in Manitoba, where records from
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\

three files of the Manitoba Health Services Commission have been I inked to ■י

^p provide longitudinal records of each person's total health care over a period  '

of time. These linked records have all personal information removed,al though ;

the identification number remains. It is also possible to program the computer /

j to generate unique numbers for these aggregate fi 1es so that the identification /

number which is in common use need not be utilized and, as a result, no one can /
19 <identify an individual , thus ensuring confidential ity. ■

Griesser suggests avoiding commercial agencies for data processing, implying \
20 'that this increases the risk of violation of the data. This may be extreme, :

as in some cases a comme re i a 1 agency may provide much more efficient data pro

cessing than a noncommercial agency. It is necessary to find a compromise

between the need for privacy and the availability of information. Decentraliza I

' tion of a system, with access to only small portions of the data, improves pri . f
rU '  ...U=1 ~■4. k "~~rnl<.~A  'י UJ 'י  '■י'

according to the structure and requirements of each health information system. /

Linkage I

The personal identification number is the key to linkage of records, because f

it identifies the individual , not only the event. This enables a researcher

to build a data file that chronicles a series of encounters with the health

care system and can be used to study utilization over time. An example of this
is described in Appendix 1.10 in the development of a comprehensive psychiatric
service utilization data file in Saskatchewan. The patient records in each of

the individual files are structured so that they can be linked and events that
happened to the same individual can be related. Ordinary records without a per . ;

}

sonal identifier would treat each event as a discrete entity and not allow linkage. /
/■*^ Through this merging of files, existing data bases are used to generate a com \

puterbased information system covering several service sectors of the health /

/ system, enabling the construction of comprehensive individualbased utilization j

!, . i

[ . 1
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records over an extended period of time. ■j  f
9' Similar linkages have been done in the United States by the Health Care /

1.

Financing Administration. A result of its program of support and services for ;

the aged has been the linkage of four computer records to monitor who has health /
insurance, their utilization of services, characteristics of providers, and I

accounts. These four files are the health insurance master file, the provider /

record, the hospital insurance utilization record, and the medical insurance ■

payment record. The resulting computer file serves as the base for a statis \
tical system which provides data to measure and evaluate program operations and I

effectiveness. \

A very successful attempt at linkage exists in Stockholm County in Sweden f

where five subsystems are linked to provide a complete health information system. '

)See Appendix 1.08.) Information is automatically transferred when a person \
4cf ^ progresses from one subsystem to another. For example, when an admission is

confirmed, information moves from the waiting list subsystem to the inpatient |
subsystem. Flow of information is significantly improved, and it is likely /

1

that the number of errors is reduced since the computer transfers the data auto /

matically. This increases the importance of accuracy when the data is initially I
entered into the system, as future inputs will add new information and will be f
done based on the assumption that the initial information is correct. j

Discussion of linkage as a means of tracking individuals will be dealt ■:/

with later in an examination of an information system for longterm care. W

Data Inputs and Processing I

The literature revi ew revealed a variety of methods for the input of data I

into a health information system. In cases where each individual participant f

^t in a system is not linked online to a central computer, the data is usually k

submitted on paper, and then input centrally. Occasionally, data may be sub 1
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/

mitted to the central office on magnetic tape. (See Appendix 1.02. ) Generally,

^P there is some standardized method of data collection (a form) at source although ■

each contributing agency may have its own format wh i ch must then be standardized /

at the central processing point. An example is the processing of hospitalization I
£

data at the Central Bureau of Statistics in Israel where each hospital or hos /

22 *pital group reports hospitalization episodes according to its own format. The /
i

CBS must then incorporate the data into its own format. The examples of data /

reporting forms in Appendix 1 all originate from the respective central infor
mation systems in Israel , and represent attempts to receive a standardized set
of data from the participants in the information system.

Data collection forms may be structured so that they are precoded and the

person filling out the form need only mark the appropriate code for each item

or fill in the appropriate numbers. In other cases, the actual coding is done  j

yJ^ at the collection site. This requires training of all people filling out the t /

forms so that they are familiar with the coding schemes. When these forms

are submitted, the coding must be checked to ensure its accuracy. If errors
are found, the registry staff can make the corrections, but better feedback

will be possible if the forms are returned to the institution so that the source

of error can be detected and corrections made. This may prove to be more i

timeconsuming for the staff of the central registry than if they were to do

the corrections themselves. This problem was identified by the staff of the '

Psychiatric Case Registry, but it is recognized that this effort will result in

longterm time savings. The third alternative is to have no coding done by I

information contributors. The data registry would then code it into machine /
readable form. This requires a great deal of time, but offers the opportunity /
to monitor closely the coding and ideally achieve a high rate of accuracy. This  I

W tradeoff of time versus accuracy seems to be resolved, if the sample in Appen I
dix 1 is representative, in favor of coding at site or precoded forms, with I
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the task of checking the data incorporated into the routine activities of the

wr . central registry. ^ *

Both in the literature reviewed and from the interviews conducted, it is \
* I■1

evident that the ideal method of input is for each participant in the informa /

tion system to have a computer terminal which is connected online to the cen I

tral computer of the information system. This is very often declared to be |

unfeasible because of economic constraints. However, "the cost of operating an /
I

online terminal may well be a tradeoff for the timeand, therefore, cost \

involved in manual collection and checking and rechecking data, both at source
and centrally, especially when errors are found and more time is required to

correct the data before it can be entered in the system. Checking the data

1s still required in an online system, but if the individual system is linked

to a master. file, such as a central population registry, these accuracy checks

.'

One of the greatest advantages of online connections is that data is
immediately available to users. If data is entered in batch format, it may

only be processed weekly, monthly or yearly. For some purposes, immediacy

is not an issue and an annual batch input is sufficient for longrange planning

and surveillance. (See Appendix 1.05.) However, where information changes

quickly and uptodate data is required, immediate entry of data and changes

in data already entered are necessaryas in the Stockholm County system.

Unfortunately, online systems may be subject to fewer error checks since the

data is being used as soon as it is entered, and therefore errors may exist and

remain undetected. Therefore, persons responsible for data entry must be thor I

oughly familiar with coding schemes and able to scan the data for obvious errors

as it is entered.

w Some data items may require manual checks to identify innacuracies. For

other i tenrs , it may be possible to incorporate error checks into the computer
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system. Logical checks are routinely built into computer programs to ensure ;

_

scheme for sex, with the error identified if a 5 appears), and information is 

consistent within each record (such as that described for the Cancer Registry, I

where pa i rs of data variableslike diagnosis and sexare matched for consis /

tency and inconsistent items are identified). Another possibility is that /

described for the Registry of High School Students where a data tape of the y

reported identification numbers and names of high school students is run with

a tape from the Population Registry; a printout is produced from the high school I

tape with all discrepancies with the population data identified and necessary /
I

corrections indicated. (See Appendix 1.06.) These activities are directed /
/

toward achieving high quality of data in terms of accuracy. /

Another issue of qual ity is completeness, a problem mentionned in the  *

cases are not reported, information does not exist, or the information is I
simply notfi 11 ed in. The reasons for the omission are frequently given as /

lack of interest in providing the data, no incentives, or that too much ^ for
mation is demanded and, therefore, too much time is required to provide it all .

If provision of data is linked to funding, there is usually a sufficient /

incentive to guarantee completeness. For example, kindergartens in Israel are t

funded on a per capita basis, and funding is not given unless the application |
form contains all of the necessary data.24 If funding can be used as an incen /

tive, there will be less missing data. If not, as is the case with both the I

Psychiatry Registry and the Registry of Retarded Children in Israel, there j

will frequently be missing data and little or no action that the Registry can |

take.. , /

9 A similar incentive that ensures complete data is the linkage of information ]
1

to a billing system and/or payment scheme. A health information system which '
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operates in conjunction with a health insurance scheme will be assured complete

W data so that the insurance scheme can bill the appropriate payer. Similarly, (

a system such as that of the Livingston Community Services generates invoices /

and statements of accounts based on the information entered describing services .

to patients, and therefore requires compl ete information. י !

Lastly, there are moral incentives for accurate and complete reporting. '

This may be effected by peer pressure, or by repeated inquiries and/or visits ■

by the central registry to the contributors. Both sorts of incentives are ;

demonstrated by the Registry of Infectious Diseases in Israel. The weekly >.

and monthly bulletins enable each participant in the Registry to evaluate /

itself in relation to all other participants; any unusual reports will be f

evident to all who read the bulletin and will serve as an alert for investiga j

tion. Persistent inquiries are frequently effective in achieving better report ■

Mandatory reporting may be effective for achieving complete coverage of
the target population, but may be a disincentive if it cannot be enforced. If
the agencies required to contribute data are not interested in the health irfor
mat ion system and receive no obvious benefit from it, they may not bother to

report, especially if there is no punishment for nonreporting. Mandatory

reporting may be effective in societies that are strictly policed, but in most

Western countries this is not the case; the lack of possible punishment makes

the mandatory concept irrelevant, so systems may opt for voluntary reporting

and concentrate on stimulating a moral commitment to the system, a position
25

adopted by most cancer registries in the world.

Data Outputs and Uses

4cf Outputs of health information systems are determined by the needs of the

programs/ institutions served by the system. Most central health information |

systems regularly publish the information collected in statistical yearbooks or |
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annual reports.26 These generally have a fixed content and are meant to sat /

^P isfy the basic requirements of a number of users. .'

Data is generated in a variety of ways: crude data, lists and frequencies

according to specified characteristics, routine or special crosstabulations, ■'

rates and probabilities, standardized data, data from specialized analyses. \

The uses of the data are many. Some of the most common are for statistical <■

I

reports, the provision of a master file on patient movement and utilization of :
i,

1, services, management reports (for billing, operations, provider time analysis), I

research purposes, and for planning and policymaking. Other uses mentioned ויו /
the literature include studies of clinical effectiveness, booking of appointments /
and monitoring of waiting lists, epidemiological studies, identification of /

trends, and monitoring of specific components of the system. At the local j

level , a health information system will probably be used most frequently for  I

m^ hospital monitoring and management, evaluation and clinical research. At the f

regional and national levels uses will more likely be for planning resource

allocation, epidemiological research, and studies of morbidity and mortality.

Problems of_ Health Information Systems

Many of the problems of health information systems have already been dis

cussed, such as confidentiality of information, record linkage, Quality of data. j

incentives for reporting, relevance and timeliness. In a report on tne British [

Financial Management Project issued by the National Health Service, several poten '

tial inadequacies of health information systems were discussed. A large vol /

ume of inappropriate information may be collected. A lack of accuracy and time /

liness may be increased if there is a lack of commitment to data collection and . /

t

contribution to the system. There may be little or no linkage among service /

a providers in different sectors, or of information on successive episodes of in /

■ dividual patient treatment, finances, resource availability and utilization. /

Information generated by the system may not accurately reflect the quality of ■

1

.■ ' . w+r *.: 1* <r~ י י .ןי יל*'   
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resources or the effectiveness of health care. 'y \

W  Another problem identified both in the NHS report and by Elpers and ChaP *

man is that of flexibility and responsiveness of the system to the information /
needs of the users.28 There is little point in collecting and processing infor j

mation if the system cannot produce outputs to meet its users' needs. When the f

system is developed, it is necessary to consider their expected needs s0 tnat :

appropriate outputs will be possible. As well, attempts must be ™de t0 make (

the system flexible so that it can adapt to changes in user needs. /
ii

Impediments to the achievement of a health information system's objectives /
may present many problems to its operation. As described by White, they als0

reflect the planning and evaluation aspects of the system. Insufficient lead

time for planning and development of an information system, the fa<lure t0 under

stand the need for adequate and relevant information, and inadequate collaboration |
4£ . among personnel involved in the design and operation of a system can 8I"1 cause *

problems for the system before it is actually operational. Unclear designa /
tion of specific authority for development and maintenance of the system and f

insufficient resource allocation to support the system contribute to Poor j

operations. If there is inadequate internal allocation of resources for analysis, I

evaluation will be impeded. Users of information may lose interest in the /

. system if information is not presented creatively. A final impediment concerns

the failure to cultivate the users of the system so that active and constructive I

)

use of the information will justify the system and generate a continuing demand |

for the commitment of resources for the support of the system. /
i

i

Evaluation i
Many of these problems are discovered when an attempt is made to evaluate /

A the information system. The review of the literature revealed little discussion >

of methods of evaluation used by information system managers. While never ;

stated, the idea emerges that having an information system is perceived as L
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I
being sufficient efforts are devoted to the organization and direction of /

$dP the system, rather that to its evaluation.

Lindberg describes six methods of evaluation currently used for infor
mat ion systems. These are operations research, costeffectiveness analysis, ;

cost benefit analysis, marketplace outcome effect, technology assessment, and

studies of scientific impact. These techniques are used widely by people '

? engaged in evaluation; discussion of each is beyond the scope of this paper.

Hurst proposes ten criteria for evaluating health information systems.

\ These criteria are similar to those employed in most types of program evalua

tion, with special attention paid to those aspects of an information system

wh i ch are especially important for a system's effective functionning. These

are accuracy, flexibility, acceptability, confidentiality, timeliness, access

ibil ityavai lability, completenessadequacy, conciseness, applicabilityusability,
31f^ and cost.

At present it is often necessary to devote much of a system's manpower I

to routine operations. Evaluation is essential as a method of justifying the f
system, as well as for identifying areas requiring improvement. As information

systems in the health field become more sophisticated, more attention can be

directed to thorough, ongoing evaluation. It can be expected that this direc I
/

tion wil 1 become increasingly apparent in the near future. \
\

Recommendations §

■■' An information system for the health field is a mechanism for the collection, /

processing, analysis and transmission of information regarding health services. /

It must provide an integrated and systematic organization structure and permit . /

efficient collection, storage and retrieval of information. As much as poss |
,^m ible, attempts must be made to eliminate causes of error. In the process of /

"' developing an information system, the system planners must evaluate the costs of 1

acquiring data and the benefits to be gained from having the data. Designers /
t
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of a system may wish to incorporate as much data as possible, but need to elim /

w  inate unnecessary functions and forms, and consolidate redundant information.

A summary list of the nine elements required for an effective health |

information system is: i

1) The system must have the capability to assess its target population

accurately, both in terms of those currently using services and whose needs t

are not being met and to link it to available resources. f

2) Privacy and confidentiality must be ensured, yet access to individual /

records via a personal identification number is essential to enable linkage j!

of records and a longitudinal view (i.e. over time) of the health services. I

3) Data items must be clearly defined and part of uniform data sets. Stan

dardized classification schemes and glossaries will enable accurate comparison I

of data collected by different sources. f

itoring of quality to detect errors and eliminate them. Processed data must 1

be available in a relevant time period, and be useful and understandable to
users. Valuable outputs will act as feedback and stimulate interest in the /

/
system. /

i
5) Incentives to encourage reporting should be incorporated into the I

system so that there will be full participation. Sufficient amounts and types /
of data need to be collected while simultaneously minimizing the burden of §

reporting. This will be perceived as less of an imposition if the participants I

in the system are interested and involved in its operations. , /
/

6) To the greatest extent possible, while there should be minimal duplica I
i

tion of data reporting, multiple uses of data collected to serve a variety of ,(

needs should be feasible. (

W . 7) Where the system operates at a variety of bureaucratic levels, involves \
/ ■

a number of autonomous agencies of equal status, or exists within both the Pub \
j
*
*
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lie and private sectors, lines of authority and responsibility must be clearly 1

v^ demarcated to ensure the efficient operation of the system.

8) Methods of evaluation of the system should be incorporated into its f

operations, to identify areas requiring attention and to provide evidence of

the information system's impact on the population it serves. :

r ' 9) The system must meet the information needs of all those involved with

itnot only the administrators, planners and managers, but also the providers

and consumers of health care who provide the information for the system and
32ultimately benefit from its contribution to the health care system.

it;

k
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III. PART 2  INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LONGTERM CARE ;

Special Characteristics of_ Longterm Care |
The discussion to this point has been of a general nature in relation to '

health information systems. All of the issues and components of health //?for /

mation systems apply to an information system for longterm care, but there t

are additional factors which are unique to longterm care and, therefore, require /

clarification. The primary unique factors at the individual level are in rele |

vant time period for services (care may be continuous rather than episodic), /
if*

patient classification (patients often have several medical conditions varying

in severity, as well as many nonmedical conditions, all of which must be con

side red when classifying the patient), and the "basket" of services required

)both medical and nonmedical, formal and informal). They influence the choice

of the type of information required at the system level in longterm care. An

to facilitate planning and management of the longterm care system.

Perhaps the most important characteristic of longterm care is its multi

dimensional nature, both of the information required and of the care provided. i

Contact with the acute care sector of the health care system is generally well I

defined in time period, classification of problems and services required. Long '

term care, as the name implies, is care that may last for a period of weeks, I

months or years. It is frequently not possible to determine for how long care !

will be required (as compared to, for example, the length of time required for f

care following an appendectomy).

Classification of disease or condition generally is much less informative

in longterm care than in acute care. An acute care diagnosis of "appendicitis" I

^^ is specific, classified according to diagnostic criteria and indicates to the I

health professional the type of care required. There may be individuals requir (

ing longterm care services with similar diagnoses, but across a wide range of \
i
i
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/

severity with variation in the way the disease is expressed and, as a result, ;

1w a variety of 1 imitations and resultant needs for care. In the elderly,parti c 

ularly, several diseases may be present, preventing ready categorization into /

i

a standard classification system. \

A result of this variation in classification is an accompanying variation |
in services required. Clinical diagnostic classifications of longterm care I

patients may be useful , but more valuable information for the planning of /

appropriate services deals with handicaps, disabilities and functional limita I

tions. Classification by categories of activities of daily living (functional

categories) is more meaningful in making the nature of the appropriate solution r

apparent, and thereby facilitating development of a care plan. The ability to

function is generally accepted as an alternative method for classifying patients
for practical purposes.33 Another type of patient classification has been pro ■

jm posed which considers the type of care needed by patients, thereby establishing /

the actual needs of patients and enabling determination of optimal placement
34decisions.

It is a characteristic of longterm care to require skills and services

outside of the medical profession. Thus, an information system for longterm I

care must incorporate not only medical information, but also educational , eco /

nomic and social information, particularly on family status, support, compo /

sition and potential role of the family in the longterm care. As stated by /

Schwab, "longterm care cannot be locked into the medical diagnosis, and health I

services to the elderly and disabled cannot De delivered in isolation from their I

psychological , social , emotional and economic problems.," A variety of kinds

of care as well as sources of care (institutional and noninstitutional , formal

; and Informal ) interact in the provision of long^erm care.
Pv Information for care is often based on outcomes. This is another ob /

stacle in the longterm care system, since outcomes are usually not possible |
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to predict. As well, desired outcomes in longterm care are not clearly def ;

^ ' ined among health care professionals; there are no widely accepted sets of out

comes.3 This element of uncertainty makes the processing of information and /

development of care plans difficult, since it is impossible to forecast for 1

how long care will be required.
A final characteristic of longterm care is that a person may frequently |

move in and out of the system or transfer among various components of the system \

over an extended period of time. As more effort is made in the health care

field to prevent or delay institutionalization, more services will be delivered

in the commun i ty and more shortterm, temporary admissions will occur with in

stitutionalization occurring when commun i ty care is no longer possible. For \
this reason, information is required on movement of a patient through the

r

system, and on each contact within the system.

^ . Examples from the Longterm Care Literature
A review of the literature revealed few instances of information systems /

for longterm care, although some work is being done in this area. A 1975

conference on Longterm Health Care Data in the United States concluded that
an information system for longterm care was necessary to provide better data
and information for the following reasons:

1) to manage the care of individual patients and clients;
2) to evaluate the effectiveness and quality of services;
3) to define objectives of, and design curricula for, education;

4) to manage and/or monitor health care and healthrelated services and /

institutions;
5) to make health care policy decisions, allocate resources and plan

|^ services; and
JO

5) to support research.

/
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1

^r:.. A recommendation arising from the symposium was to develop a uniform ■

1w data set to facilitate comparisons between population (patient) groups. The . :

proposed data set would include demographic i tems , description of individual !■;

attributes, and service and administrative elements. Elements of particular ■

importance for the longterm care patient include living arrangements (both r

present and latest noninstitutional residence), level of functionning/disability, /

and present as well as previous provider and services provided. The partici
pants in the symposium emphasized the importance to the system of confiden

tiality, data definition and standardization of data i tems . The key to this /

system would be a personal identity number to facilitate linkage of information

from the multiple sources of care used by an individual .

Each component of the longterm care system requires information about the

individuals who need service. The information needs are similar among most . f

J /.^ agencies, providers and programs working in the system, yet generally the infor /

mation is collected and recorded in many different ways. Recognition of this |
duplication was the basis for a project conducted by the Michigan Office of

Services to the Aging in 19771978. The outcome of this project was the

development of an assessment process which would accurately describe individuals /
in a common terminology. The recognized need for a thorough assessment was I

derived from the basic premise that a complete and comprehensive assessment is i

necessary before problems can be identified and appropriate solutions found. /

The assessment covers a variety of perspectives, including sociodemographic !

factors, medical and functional status, services presently received, social

support and environmental information.
This approach to patient assessment is not unique to the Michigan project.

In fact, patient assessment is the most widely discussed and well documented . /
v<^ aspect of information systems for longterm care in the literature. Many diff

erent models have been proposed, each emphasizing certain information to meet /
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the needs of its users. Thorough reviews and comparisons of these assess '

HI  ment procedures are available; further discussion of assessment procedures
/

is beyond the scope of this paper. ■ . ■ . [

The assessment process identifies service needs, but is only the first of ;

two elements in a longterm care information system. The second necessary ele /
ment is an information file describing resources, availability, criteria, and ■

the capacity of providers. An example of such a file is the Network System of ;

the State of Michigan, which is an online resource directory of longterm care \

resources and facilities.43 A survey of these resources was done initially, /

the information was screened and checked, and only then entered into a central

computer. A standard language was developed to describe services, which pro

vided the framework for the system. When a service is required, it is possible 1

to search through the Network System and match needs with available services.
.'

tion, capacity, licensing), as well as its admission process, types of payment (

accepted, type of residents (age, sex, target group, eligible/ineligible),
kinds of services, and access to the facility (convenient parking, public

transportation, barriers to the disabled). Similar information is available ■^

for community resources, as well as information on the intake process, hours

of operation, and scope of activities of the agency. /
The existence of a system such as Network is beneficial to a longterm

care information system, but should be part of a system which also includes a

patient data base. The Michigan assessment project, previously described, was

able to use Network. The next step in the development of a comprehensive

information system would be to incorporate uptodate information on the cap
j

acity of each facility or resource, so that one could not only determine which /

accomodate the individual . This could significantly decrease the time required ן
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for processing applications for services, since all that would be required ;

^9 would be the entry of the patient's information, and the computer would then

match the appropriate and available service. Such a system would require f

regular, probably daily, reporting from each resource. However, if it was .■

economically feasible for each resource to have a computer terminal connected *■

on1ine to the central computer, this would not be a major obstacle. /

This sort of all inclusive information system would have been useful to
c
/

solve problems identified by Scott et al. in a description of attempts in the \

state of Rhode Island to generate information on the longterm care system in

the state. A project was undertaken to describe the patient population and '

utilization of services in the longterm care facilities in Rhode Island. Three !

alternative approaches were tried; the first was an on1ine bed registry system

(similar to a hotel reservation system), the second an abstracting system sim ■ f

gm ilar to hospital discharge abstracts, and the third utilized a threeperson _ *'

team (nurse, physician and social worker) who reviewed each patient in a long

term care setting annually, recommending changes in level of care required.
1

None of the approaches adequately met the information needs of the state; prob

lems were identified dealing with the inability to measure patient movement, |
lack of knowl edge of the actual patient at a particular time, and subjectivity 

of judgement. I

I
In contrast, the state of Illinois was able to develop a statewide \

central information system for longterm care. The goals of this system |
were to provide current, compl ete and accurate information on longterm care

facilities and patients; to expedite data collection and avoid duplication; to

reduce or minimize operational costs; and to coordinate interagency responsibil |

ities and acitivities. Two data bases were developed, one for facilities and . I

^P one for patients. As well , there were subsystems to facilitate data input, \
evaluation and retrieval , such as a generalized input process, a scheduling t
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module, and a clerical module. Computergenerated scheduling of annual , follow |

W up and periodic inspections of facilities was attempted, but delays in data in J

put and transmission and problems in information retrieval prevented its 0Pera ■
tion. At the time of the report on the system (1975), the system had become /
a proven management tool . There were no online capabilities for retrieval I

and updating of information from regional offices, but the facility and patient \

data bases were sufficiently complete to provide the foundation for further \

development of the system. /
/

The Longterm Care Information System  Necessary Components

This discussion can be summarized in terms of the three problems unique ;
to the longterm care sector as previously discussedthose of time, classifi
cation, and the "basket" of services required by the individual. There is no /

resolution to the first problem since the element of uncertainty regarding /

."*,". ^ _",w. _^ j.

Patient classification must be of a multiaxial nature to incorporate

medical status, personal and functional characteristics of the individual,
and the type and intensity of care required. The taxonomy required for describ

ing patients must include characteristics of care, as well as of disease, and

should clarify the overall status of the individual, not of his/her health ■

problems alone. The substantial involvement of nonphysician personnel in long ■

term care makes it necessary that a classification system be suitable for use I

by these personnel and not be embedded in medical terminology. j

Example of proposed data sets for longterm care are given in Appendix 3. /
Requirements for inclusion in the data set are similar to those outlined Prev /
iously. In a description of the Nursing Home Project of the Iowa Health Services \

A Data System, Johnson et al . use the following criteria for inclusion of an item ';'

in the data set. The item must accurately assess a specific condition, charac '
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teristic or need of the patient, and it must be concise. Data obtained must

^p be reliable (minimal subjective decisions involved) , accessible and both mean

ingful and easily interpretable on output reports. The data must be needed ;
I

and be appropriate, and should not be more readily available elsewhere in usable i

fonn.46 j

As discussed earlier, a personal identification number is essential if any \

/
sort of 1 inkage among events is to be attempted. One purpose of an information

system for longterm care is to enable the construction of individual records \

over time, particularly since care may not be continuous but may instead span |
a series of care episodes delivered by different agencies (both medical and ח0וו /

/
medical). The identification numbers enables linkage of reports of all episodes, |

dependent on all agencies util izing the number. /
The third problem, that of the determiniation of the set of services ■ f

g£ needed by the individual , would be met by the utilization of an information sys

tenr which incorporated patient information, service information and uptodate

service availability, as discussed previously. This could perhaps be most

effectively achieved if the information system was based in a central registry.
This registry would have three filespatient, service/resources, and availa

bilityto which all resources would be connected. When a patient moved within *

the system, not only would the change be recorded in the availability file, but /

the pertinent information would also be added to the patient file. This file /
could be constructed so that the initial contact with the longterm care system |

would include registration of the individual in the system; subsequent contacts /

would be added to the person's file to provide a comprehensive record of long '

term care service utilization.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss details of how such an infor

'*or mat ion system would operate. Inputs would be dependent on the actual construe ;

|
tion of the system, but could be based on survey and census data (to assess the f

/1
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target population), admission and discharge information, and referral informa \

utilization data and cost analysis. Program evaluation, quality of care mon \

itoring, and planning would all depend on the information system for data. /
t

Recommendations  \

The ninepoint list given at the end of Part 1 is applicable in total /

for providing the basis for the development of an information system for /

longterm care. Five other elements, particularly applicable to longterm [

care, can be added.

1) The patient classification system must include measures of physical,

social and psychological function, as well as of disease classification.
2) The information system must incorporate both a population data base

and a servi ce/faci 1ity/resource data base. ■ /

^P " ' 3) These two data bases should be linked and connected with an uptodate

file of service availability by means of an online system and a central

registry.
4) The system should provide comprehensive coverage of: all age groups; |

all disorders or impairments of a longterm nature; services provided in insti
tutions, ambulatory care settings and homes; all medical and nonmedical serv ■

ices; and all personnel who contribute to the care and functionning of the client. if

5) The information system should meet the information needs of all poten :

tial users of the system, including the professionals who make decisions re ■

garding the allocation of services, program managers, researchers, and policy J

makers in charge of planning, monitoring, evaluating and coordinating the long /

term care system. . (

0
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iv. conclusion ^ *■*vm■^ TT"' י י /
^^ The efficient operation of a health care system requires a reasonable |

amount of information concerning the factors that interact with the system. . I

A well designed and managed information system will provide this information. /

Health information systems are now in operation in nearly every facet of the f

health care field. Future development in the area of information exchange /

requires integration and coordination of these small systems into a global

information system (this could be at the community, regional or national

level) which would link the various health care components and facilitate
smooth information flow.

Gaps in knowledge can often be compensated for by action and political
manoeuvres, but the decisions that guide these actions inevitably reflect
the information, or lack of it, on which they are based. This lack of infor /

j£^ mat ion is an issue when only one individual is poorly informed; the ramifica ■ [

tions of decisions based on nonoptimal amounts of information increase sub

stantially when many people are involved in the decision making. This is the

case in the multidisciplinary approach to longterm care; many individuals :

representing different professions and with different information requirements,

yet all concerned with one individual (the patient), can easily engage in ill /

informed, and potentially non ideal , decisions.
Provision of adequate and accurate information via an information system

based on the recommendations included in this paper could potentially alleviate
the information gap, resulting in wellinformed decisions and improved alloca I

tion and utilization of health care services, both in the overall health care /

system and specifically in the field of longterm care. :

3 י :

f
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i&r  Appendix 1  Reviews of Individual Health Information Systems /

Appendix 2  Examples of Minimum Data Sets cf

Appendix 3  Examples of Longterm Care Basic Data Sets \

\
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."* APPENDIX 1  REVIEWS OF INDIVIDUAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS ■■£$■?■■■ /

0 ' . /
1.01 Israel  Ministry of the Interior  Population Registry >

, 1.02 Israel  Central Bureau of Statistics  Hospitalization Data * 1

1.03 Israel  Ministry of Health  Cancer Registry /

1.04 Israel  Ministry of Health  Psychiatric Case Register I
f

1.05 Israel  Ministry of Health  Registry of Infectious and Notifiable Diseases '

1.06 Israel  Ministry of Education  Registries of School Children I

1.07 Israel  Ministry of Welfare  Registry of Retarded Children

1.08 Sweden  Stockholm County Medical Information System

1.09 United States  Livingston Community Health Services Information System

1.10 Canada  Saskatchewan Comprehensive Psychiatric Service Utilization Data File I

1.11 Denmark  Danish Psychiatric Register

1.12 Finland  Finnish Discharge Reporting System

™ 1.13 United States  Multi State Information System

1.14 USSR  Health Information System

1.15 World Health Organization  WHO Information System

t

m

/
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1.01 Israel  Ministry of_ the Interior  Population Registry " ■

w. (Reference: D. Yatzkan and Z. Rabi.) .

The Population Registry of the Ministry of the Interior of the State of ;■

Israel is the basic registry of the Israeli population on which all govern

ment offices, including other registries, rely. Through this registry, vital ;

statistics on residents of the State are maintained. As well, the Ministry of
;.

the Interior is the government branch responsible for assigning personal iden /
i

tity numbers (Te'oodat Zeehoot), which are given to all residents and for issuing /

passports. .>■

The Registry was set up after the establishment of the State in 1948, at
wh i ch time an initial census was carried out. The most recent census was in

1971; the next is projected for 1933. There is an annual labor force survey /
based on a sample of the population which is conducted by the Central Bureau of

, , . __ .,. _, ..

The basic information on each person in the Registry is that indicated י

on Page 37. The card shown is the basic fileadditional information is now

collected via a new format, but the essential information is the same. Data

storage on computer tape began in 1975. In 1978, utilization of disk files
was begun.

The key to an individual 1s data file is the personal identity number. Be I

for the utilization of the disk files, the number consisted of seven digits; it I

is now a ninedigit number. When a person advises the Registry of a change in /

personal information, the records are checked by various personal details to ver /

ify and update the individual 's data file. One of the major difficulties in \

Israel lies in the fact that many people have similar or identical names, and

g^ therefore there is a great risk of confusion. As a result, a significant amount

of effort must be devoted to verifying details on each individual . .
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.■ ^..r  Despite this checking, two problems do occur. One person may have two num \

*r|p bers, or two people may have one number. Multiple numbers may occur when a change.

of status is recorded since a new number may be issued, instead of just a new I

I

card with the proper correction. An individual may request, and receive, an iden I

tity number without being identified as already having a number. These problems /
were more prevalent when the Registry was maintained manually, but persist to a /

lesser degree in the computerized system. Some elderly do not have an identity '

number because they have never been required to register as a member of the labor f

force. As a result, when names are removed from the Registry because of death ■

or emigration, the personal details must be carefully checked to make certain '

that the correct person is removed from the register. The problem of people :
I

without identity numbers is currently being eliminated since all government ser \
I

vices are only provided if the applicant has an identity number; if not, a number. f
>^ is issued before services are commenced. The elderly are the major group with \

out numbers, and they are now required to have an identity number before they ■

can receive any sort of government assistance. ■

It was not possible to determine the extent of inaccurate data that may :

exist in the Population Registry, but assurances were given that the data is
correct and that there are no problems with errors. The Registry provides

information to many branches of the government; as the basis for many other
registries it is essential that the information be accurate.

The Ministry of Defense has access to all information in the Population Reg |
istry. Other government offices may get permission to use the Registry to ver |
ify names and i den ti ty numbers, with additional information available subject to

individual request.

I
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Data Collection Form  Population Registry ;

i■

£

>

_____ /

/ 79 I 8 Ij t71 46I5I4 I 3 i _£~_J 1J /

, 1 'l_u^£'f'^|1tf jVi if 1 is ' 1 14 1 /? | ,1?/ //) in^י^י^"^ ^י*~ןייין I<^■^1^Tv J^ ^^ו1(1ו.:מד,ור קמלה'טוב >י.קל1י '00ל הוידוי 0לזל [<~. 001'הביי? י,י0וג/ר.שגו1ר, 0^ ן יר.ות. נזטסי /
0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 oio 0 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 ojojc 010;0 010 10 c 0jC'c,c■: : ;,,,(,(, ,, .nCou1SBn*>1^nnKBSr7aa*r1JDJ>B*J"<""uuuoul)ttUS011s7n}Ma1£S7s.1"Bi's:i:lwe,W^Befs<c,"tr:^"'.|'.^^,<". ■n u 1nn n 11nuu u 11 1hnnu n 1n n 1 n 1 u 1n u 1n u 1uunnnun u 11 hu.1 .

;1 j j

| | ! : 1 ' i ! !! ,

I !i ! I: !!| ::
\ 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 ל י ? ל!ל|' ''ף י יי  ■' ';^' 7 ^^ .ghRRhMgB68^8^668 6868 68?868M h8 HR8B ^^jf^6681se88 t66186666 6 £'|lL£ jjj^£4'fi?iiJ'^rf י ■

r | המ"גחה שם הפיטין ה"ים ר^ב av ילס^ו'^ ק0י ן סגזי ^י 1ה1י/ ^'0"ס3י JJ/^rT/k/C/fTTTr /
!.■^ !■■III *■■ !■!<

I

1  family name 10  identity number
2  first name 11  street name

3  father's name 12  house number
4  religion, nationality 13  street code
5  country of birth 14  electorate code
6  date of immigration to Israel 15  residence code

)year' month) 16  region and district
7  date of birth לו

(year, month, day) 17  source
8  sex and marital status 18  month of registration
9  identity number 19  date of change and type of cnan9e

v
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/

1 02 Israel  Central Bureau of Statistics Hospital ization Data ■ .^■' /
4* * !™ (References: P. Tzadka; J. P. Bendel (1981); Israel Central Bureau of ■ ;

Statistics (1978, 1981); Israel Ministry of Health (1979).) \

 j
The health section of the Central Bureau of Statistics (Demographic, Health /

i'.

and Immigration Division) is responsible for processing hospitalization data. /
Approximately seventy percent of Israeli hospitals (which account for most hosp [

italizations) have computerized patient information systems from which a data /
tape containing admission and discharge, demographic and medical data is Pr0 /

duced. This tape is sent to the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) and is ass

umed to be accurate since logical computer checks are first carried out at each

hospital, and since the data is also used for administrative purposes. Therefore,

no further checks are carried out to verify identity numbers or to determine tne |
quality of the rest of the data. Hospitals which do not have computerized systems I

4cf ' submit manual records ofhospital izations which contain data that is generally as /

accurate (if not more so) as that received from the computerized hospitals.
Essential data for administrative purposes (name, identity number, days of

hospitalization) is only infrequentlyunreported. Some i tenrs , such as diagnosis,

are not reported up to fifty percent of the time; this may be because the data

does not exist (such as an additional diagnosis), or may be due to physician

delays in information transfer such that the medical record librarian in the /■

I

hospital does not have the information to be entered on the CBS form. I

Hospitals are required by law to submit patient discharge information to I

the CBS. There is no standard format for this information, but a sample of hosp |
italization episodes is selected by the CBS and is rearranged in a uniform for |
mat. The sample includes all maternity cases with complications, all births \

based on birth notifications from the Ministry of the Interior, all cases of  /

W verified rare diseases, and a 12.5 percent sample of the rest of the cases from I

each hospital.47 Hospitalization reports refer to departmental episodes and /



/
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transfers within hospitals are considered as new hospital izations. Thus, the ;

™ number of hospital izations may tend to be overstated, and length of stay ma<'

be generally understated.
' . The CBS runs logical computer checks on the data received and, if errors

are found, these are corrected at the CBS office. If frequent or recurrent I

errors are found in a hospital's data, the Health Section will contact the insti /
tution to advise it of the inaccuracies and determine the source of the errors.
The office is not able to offer any incentives to encourage correct and complete

reporting. At best, there is a moral incentive to provide complete data so that
the reports generated will accurately reflect hospitalizations.

Summaries of hospital ization data are reported annually in the Statistical
Abstract of Israel . Patient movement, based on hospital monthly reports, is
also reported annually by the Ministry of Health (part of this report is pub

".  ''

this reporting of about two years from actual hospitalization to completion of /
data processing. Further time lags due to financial and publication constraints ;

are the reasons for the infrequency of such special reports as Diagnostic Statis \
tics of Hospitalized Patients (the last edition, published in 1978, was based I

on 1974 data). A more current edition is expected to be published in the near /

fu tu re . f

No planning for hospitals is based on the hospital ization data which is used /
for general purposes only. If the data was current, complete and verified for /

accuracy, it could be used extensively for research and planning purposes. At /

present, accuracy of specific items is not a major concern since cumulative sta \
I

tistical reports are the primary output of the hospitalization data system. /

Hospitalization data is also collected by the Ministry of Health for its |
w fifteen general hospitals and by the Kupat Holim Klalit (Insurance Fund of the t

General Federation of Labor) for members hospitalized in general hospitals. |:

i.
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Both collect personal data, general hospitalization data and accounting data. The /

v§r Ministry of Health also creates a diagnostic file which includes diagnoses and  ■

surgical procedures. Both systems produce hospitalspecific reports wh i ch are /

used for monitoring, management and control . Each system produces additional

reports for the use of the participating hospitals.

t

List 0_f Information Obtained per Hospitalization Episode (CBS)

)The numbers indicate the corresponding columns of the keypunch card.) \
i

1  5  hospital code number3537  age

6  7  year of discharge 38  religiosity
8  9  page number3940  country of birth
10  11  line number4142  date of immigration to Israel i

f

12  13  division 43  outcome of admission

."

48  51  additional diagnosis
23  26  residence code

52  55  additional diagnosis
27  28  date of admission

56  59  additional diagnosis '

29  30  month of admission
60  63  additional diagnosis

31  33  days of stay
64  66  surgery /

34  sex and marital status '

1

! f

i

. /

I

t
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1.03 Israel  Ministry of Health  Cancer Registry

W (References: R. Steinitz; R. Doll , P. Payne and J. Waterhouse; M. Klein *

and C. Jedid; R. Maclennan et al.; J. Waterhouse et al.) 1

Development of a cancer registry was begun 1n 1960 in the Division of

Ch ron ic Diseases and Rehabilitation within the Ministry of Health of the State
of Israel . A card file was assembled prior to this using information on hosp |
i tali zed cancer patients from the Health Section of the Central Bureau of /
Statistics. Since 1960, notifications have come to the Registry from multiple /

sources. Mortality reporting and hospital discharge reports are required by /
law. An administrative order was issued by the Director General of the Ministry f
of Health to medical record librarians requesting submission of copies of each /

case summary of all cancer patients, regardless of the reason for hospitalization. /

As well, an agreement was made with the pathologists that a copy of each rele /

to the Registry. Lastly, a copy of each death certificate where the diagnosis /

is cancer is sent to the Registry from the local Bureau of Health (which issues

burial permits on receipt of death certificates). i

Positive identification of each subject is one of the main activities and I

problems of the Registry. Each individual has one registry number to wh i ch mul /

tiple reports and possible multiple tumors are linked. As each report is received, J

the forms are ordered alphabetically by family name and manually matched with |

both the Cancer Registry file and the Population Registry. The office of the /

Cancer Registry has the total Population Registry on microfiche, listed both I

alphabetically by family name and numerically by identity number. This is rou |
t

tinely updated. A modification of the Soundex system is used, whereby the family /

name is standardized by dropping vowel s and combining similar consonants. This

^*^ relieves some of the confusion caused by translating European names into Hebrew
'f

characters, and Hebrew and Arabic names into Latin characters. |
t
1;
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■■'..■1<Each individual is then checked by as many i tenrs as are^ecessary for posi

^m tive identification of the individualfamily name, identity number, father's
name, year of birth, place of residence, tumor site. If rapid identification is I

possible because the person is already listed in the Cancer Registry or can be f

'

quickly identified in the Population Registry, then this extensive checking is j
not necessary. Much effort is devoted to avoiding multiple registrations. /

The active file of the Cancer Registry contains all current cases and all f

i
deaths within the past two years. The complete Registry is maintained on micro [

/
fiche to provide a large file for research purposes, such as trend or survival

analysis. The Registry currently contains more than 160,000 cases. It is not

known how complete the coverage of all cancer patients is. One method which gives

some indication is to look at "deaths in period" to compare the number of deaths I

from a particular cancer diagnosis for a time period with the number registered  J

the particular diagnosis, then the Registry is incomplete. Figures in the 1976

edition of Cancer Incidence in Five Continents vary by diagnosis for Israel but,
48

on the average, fifty percent of deaths were registered.
The staff of the Registry are actively campaigning to encourage inclusion

of identity numbers as essential information on all documents. In the early
/

days of the Registry few documents contained the number, but it is estimated |

that more than f i fty percent now include it, and that this percentage is steadily /

increasing. It is hoped that at some point in the future all reports will include |
{

the identity number and thereby facilitate rapid identification of cases. |

In addition to this cumbersome process of manually checking each report, f
. j

there are some logical checks incorporated into the computer program to point /
/

out major errors. These checks match such variables as sex with primary site  /

^P (identifying impossible cases such as cancer of the uterus in males) , date of '

if

diagnosis with date of birth (to ensure that the former follows the latter) , f

f
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year of birth with age at diagnosis, and primary site with histoiogic type.

^sP. Attempts are also made to relate diagnostic codes, date of diagnosis and the s

reporting hospital to verify reports.
There is a time lag between reporting of cases, submission of reports to

■ 1 k
i,

the Registry, and entry into the computer register after checking. Some insti \

tutions are as much as three or four years behind in their reporting. Hospitals ;

X

which have an online system no longer produce manual discharge cards, so the /

*

Cancer Registry must often wait for the hospital to produce a tape of accumula /

ted discharges before this information can be forwarded. When cards were used*

discharge information was available ^^ quickly but now a time delay occurs

because of the backlog of computer work.

The Registry provides feedback and also seeks to complete its files by

crosschecking information. For example, when a pathology report is received,

^cf w the Registry will request the associated case s umma ry if this has not been received ;

already. The first request is made by mail and subsequent requests are by tele /

phone. Frequently the material is obtained only after repeated requests. The [

staff of the Registry hope that these repeated requests will act as a stimulus

for submission of reports and thereby increase the rate of reporting.

Despite these efforts to obtain accuracy, some errors do occur. This is [

most frequent when the diagnosis on the death certificate is made before there

is confirmation by the pathologist. So that burial can occur within a few days

of death in accordance with Jewish law, the death certificate is issued almost ■

immediately, often before laboratory results are available. If cases are sub

sequently found to have not been accurately diagnosed, they are removed from the |
Registry. In 1976, Israel reported only five percent of cases registered at death |

49 50 \alone whileseventy five to eighty percent were confirmed histologically. [

^^ This indicates that the number innacurately registered constitute only a small i

percentage of the total Registry.
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'1"" The Registry is used primarily for research purposes. Examples of .

^8P published research based on Registry data include research on breast cancer.  .

There is control over access to the data, and names are released only with _ ..

permission from the appropriate people. Attempts are being made to 1 ink the
t
/'

Registry with other data banks. For example, a link with the Professional Reg ;

istry would enable study of occupationrelated cancer such as cancer of the I

lung in asbestos workers. Statistics are provided to institutions and others /
as requested, and are published approximately every five years in Cancer Incidence :

7n Five Continents. . |

m

1

*

9
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Data Collection Form  Cancer Registry ■/.... I

A. Index I
1  Cancer Registry number 10  year of immigration to Israel
2  identity number 11  street name

3  family name 12  house number
4  first name 13  district
5  Soundex of family name 14  residence code
6  sex 15  date of followup
7  father's name 16  date of death (year, month, day)
8  date of birth (year, month, day) 17  place of death
9  country of birth

B. Diagnosis
6  country of diagnosis
7  date of diagnosis (year, month)
8  site

^^ 9  morphology ■.. '■

^P  10  stage ,

11  basis of diagnosis (death certificate, case summary)
12  evaluation of diagnosis (unequivocally correct, or some doubt)
13  other tumors

C. Treatment
14  date (year, month) 17  category
15  surgery 18  reason for no care
16  radiation

D. Metastases
29  location 30  date (year, month)

E. Death
31  cause of death 32  postmortem

^m F. Institutions
33  key institution 35  source of information :

34  followup
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\ Data Collection form  Cancer Registry
\
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1.04 Israel  Ministry of Health  Psychiatric Case Register j

w ' (References: D. Nahon; M. Rahav, M. Popper and D. Nahon.) I

" The Psychiatric Case Register of Israel is based in the Unit of Informa I

tion and Evaluation, Mental Health Services, of the Ministry of Health of the \

State of Israel. All inpatient psychiatric facilities are required by a law /
of 1955 to report ^^ admission and discharge of patients to the Ministry of f

Health.52 These reports, which form the basis of the Psychiatric Case Register, I

are submitted monthly. The Register does not include psychiatric patients who

have been treated only as outpatients or psychiatrical ly impaired individuals

who have never received treatment. A manual card system was instituted in 1950. I

In 1975, the system was switched to computer. Since then, new cases are fed

directly into the computer as well as recorded in the card file. Cases from

before 2975 are gradually being entered into the computer system. ■

^^ Each admission and discharge is reported on one sheet, filled out on ad

mission. (See Pages 5051.) The most important information added at discharge
is the date of discharge. Each report is entered in the computer, as well as

recorded on the patient's card, which is opened on the first report. These

cards are kept in alphabetical order and compose the National Psychiatric Card

Register.
■ t

The psychiatric facilities also submit a monthly list of all patients ad I

mitted and discharged. This list is used to check the completeness of the indiv I

idual reports and thereby identify any missing reports. /

The forms are coded at the institutions and manually checked at the Registry. j

i
Extensive effort is devoted to verifying the accuracy of the data, especially to \

match identity numbers with personal data to avoid incorrectly labelling psychiatr::
f₪k cases. The Registry is connected online to the computer of the Ministry of the

Interior so that each case can be checked against a master list of names, addresses \

and identity numbers. If the identity number is correct, then a series of computer
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error checks are carried out with the data. If a definite matching of name and

fv identity number is not possible, then the data is not incorporated into the com .

puterized registry. Today, approximately twenty five percent of the data is ex

eluded from the Registry for this reason; many of these cases are from before

1975 and the computerized register. This percentage will decrease as the per

centage of accurate data submitted increases. ■

If a person does not have an identity number, then another number is assigned,

consisting of a three digit "filler", the two digit hospital code, and a four ;

digit number assigned by the hospital. The "filler" is coded 999 for persons eli
gible for an identity number but who do not have one, and 888 for tourists and A

nonresidents who are ineligible for the number. This differentiation is necess /

ary for population studies where nonresidents are excluded, as well as for iden I

tifying individuals who cannot be traced in the Population Registry.  J
B

■■■

atric nomenclature is frequently changed or redefined. The Registry has extracted 1

the portions of the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Cl inical i

Modification (ICD9CM) which deal with psychiatric diagnoses, and has incorpor ;

ated instructions for usage of the classification and printed and distributed I

this manual to all psychiatric facilities in the country. It is anticipated י

that this will result in a standard coding of diagnoses, although problems will |
continue to exist with comparing present diagnoses with those from previous class
ification systems. >

The Registry provides feedback to the contributing institutions by returning

the forms where there are any errors, so that the institutions may discover what /

or where is the source of error. When the Registry receives a batch of forms from

an institution, a quick manual check of the coding of diagnosis is done, and if this J

W is found to be reliable, then checking of the rest of the data is less intense. /

If there have been problems with a particular institution's reports, thorough ver *
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ification of the data is carried out. By returning the incorrect forms, the [

\^. Registry hopes that institutions will take the initiative to achieve more accur /

ate recording. Funding cannot be used as an incentive since the Registry has no

control over provision of funds. (
t

1

At present the computer file can only be accessed by name or identity number. /

/
The card file on each individual , which includes repeated hospitalizations, is ■■

also on microfiche. Access to the data is limited to those people working at the <

E

Registry, although data without personal identifiers may be provided to external

researchers. All information in the Registry is made available to the army and /

to the office responsible for firearms registration. This is validated by two I
laws which require the Ministry of Health to provide information about people /

whose mental health is of interest to national security and defense.

The Registry is used as an administrative tool to provide reports to hosp

^^ . itals and to the Ministry of Health. It is hoped that it can be used extensively

once the computer file is complete and uptodate, for followup, planning and I

budgeting of psychiatric services. The Registry is presently used for epidem I
/

iological research to assess treated psychiatric illnesses and to identify high j■

risk groups. It is possible to assess an individual 's psychiatric record since \

the Registry is personbased, but this sort of research (which may be considered X

as infringing on the individual1s right to confidentiality) is not carried out

at present.
Reports sent to hospitals are based only on the data in the computer file.

The Registry is now concentrating on encouraging accuracy of reporting so that
a more complete register will exist. Then, it will be possible to use the data

extensively for planning purposes. It is crucial that there be good communication

between the Registry and the institutions so that there can be feedback as well |
^^ as assistance to use the data and reports effectively. I

■ ■■  י r

I
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[ Data Collection Form  Psychiatric Case Register ■■ zt®!s$£2i■ ■

^^ A unit name
4  5  code of unit name

B  clinic name

6  12  (unknown code)
21  32  family name

33  40  first name

41  46  father's name
49 _ 57

< identity number
59  67

69  sex
70  71  year of birth
73  78  date of admission
79 .■  type of case
80  85  residence code and quarter
90  109  street name, neighborhood and house number

110  religion /
^ef 111  112  marital status if older than fifteen years

113  114  code of country of birth f

115  116  year of immigration to Israel
117  121  primary diagnosis
122  additional diagnosis
123  125  code of division

18  last psychiatric hospital ization: institution, dates of
admission and discharge

19  doctor's certificate (yes/no), date
C  date of completion of form
D  signature
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Data Collection Fom  Psychiatric Case Register ■

ישראל nj*m I
כמוסרכוא1 הבריאות/ משרד י

לחולינמ!\ חולים לבית חולר. קבלת על תסקיר
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1.05 Israel  Ministry of Health  Registry of Infectious and Notifiable Diseases \

9 (References: C. Costin; Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (1977).)

The Department of Epidemiology of the Ministry of Health maintains a Reg  ;

iistry of Infectious and Notifiable Diseases. By law, there are diseases which are .

classified as notifiablewhen a case occurs, it must be reported to the local

public health office. Both individual and collective notifications exist. Indiv ;

idual cases are reported to the local public health office, of which there are :

fifteen in Israel . The local office maintains a complete record on each indivi ;

"■ dual case, and submits a collective weekly report to the Ministry. Due to delays /

in postal service, the weekly report is submitted by telephone so that the central /

office receives all reports simultaneously and in good time. A written report is
also mailed to the Registry in Jerusalem. This weekly report summarizes the f

i

diseases as well as breaks down their occurrence by age group. (See Pages 5761.) /
"^P The Infectious and Notifiable Diseases Registry aggregates these district 

reports and produces a weekly epidemiological record which is sent to the district *

public health offices, hospitals, Kupat Holim and various other offices, both in

Israel and outside of Israel . Approximately 150 copies are circulated weekly.

This report includes cumulative incidence of each of thirtythree notifiable dis /

eases, a summary of cases of chemical poisoning, reporting of outbreaks of certain ;

diseases (by settlement and by number of cases), and a summary of deaths attributed \

to notifiable diseases, broken down by cause of death and by age group. Statistics
for the comparable time period of the previous year ere included, as is a compar

ison of "yeartodate" totals for the present and previous years. (See Pages

6 26 5.)

Most cases of notifiable diseases are subject to an epidemiological investi I

a gation. Specific forms exist for each disease which collect clinical , demographic f

and environmental information. Copies of these complete forms are kept at both the I
!

f.

t



1 . 53j district office and the Registry. If a person is hospitalized with a notifi
^P able disease, a copy of the case summary is supposed to be forwarded to the dis

\ trict office.
Each district office also maintains a register for each disease wh i chincor

po rates demographic and clinical data on each case reported and is submitted ann

ually to the Ministry of Health. Cases are recorded as they are reported, but
t

if they are subsequently found to have been inaccurately diagnosed, they are re

moved from the record. Every case that remains on the Registry has been confirmed

as being accurately diagnosed, and therefore the Registry represents an accurate

record of the reported incidence of each disease. A delay in laboratory confir
mation of diagnosis often means that cases are reported on the weekly record but

are later removed from the Registry. For this reason, the annual report provides

the data which is input into the computer as the National Registry of Infectious

^cf and Notifiable Diseases. The central Registry performs only minimal checks on

the quality of this data, assuming that there has been ample opportunity during

the year when the material was collected to check and correct it.
Since 1971, the Registry has been computerized; before that, reports were

compiled manually. Demographic and medical data on each individual case is fed

into the Registry, but no personal identity number is used since there is no need

for person based identification of cases. If necessary, this individual identi
fication is possible at the district offices. At the Ministry level, the purpose

of the Registry is to provide diseasebased information, particularly to identify

increased incidence of diseases and possible epidemics wh i ch require immediate

action to prevent further outbreaks of the particular disease. A printout of the
data is produced, with statistical tables as requested. This is for internal
use only by the Ministry and the f i fteen district offices.

^^ The monthly statistics are compared with the previous month and with the

same month in the previous year to identify discrepancies in incidence. These
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j
serve as an alert to correct the data, if there are errors, or to implement a I

/m ** . :

i&r plan of action. The monthly epidemiological bulletin includes these statistics,  i

i
local and international notes of interest, and surveillance reports of selected

f

communicable diseases. This bulletin is of interest to each district office, but /

also acts as feedback by identifying districts which may not be reporting or |
which may have disproportionately high rates of certain diseases. This should |
in turn serve as an incentive for action. Another source which can provide feed

back is the monthly reporting of morbidity and mortality data from the CBS. If |
f

the Registry identifies incidences of hospitalizations for a certain diagnosis /
which exceed the number of notifications, then the district office will be not i

ified to investigae the discrepancy. Most of the diseases included in the Reg |
i

istry are shortterm, so immediate reporting and investigation are necessary. i

If these are delayed, the cases may be resolved by the time of investigation and {

/0£ will therefore not yield any information. /

When the computer system was first implemented, it is estimated that approx j
f

imately ten percent of the itenrs or cases reported were missing, but this has "ow

been decreased to between three and five percent. If necessary data is missing,

the Registry will check with the local office to attempt to complete the reports

and determine the cause of the missing data.
At the district 1 evel , the public health nurses monitor the reporting of cases. |

By frequent contact they can encourage a high level of reporting. Frequent demands

by the public health nurse for reports may serve as an incentive to improve re
porting, so that the nurse will visit the hospital less frequently. Epidemio

logical work, much of which depends on the information collected by the public [

health nurse, is very good in small districts where the nurse must monitor only '

a few hospitals. However, in a district such as Tel Aviv where there are approx . /

r'^BI imately 800,000 people and mroe than ten hospitals, it is difficult for the S|
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nurses to maintain good coverage. The current regional izati on plans of the

 Ministry of Health should bring improvement, since the country will then be ',
r

divided into relatively equitable regions in terms of population, facilities ':

and geography. k

The Ministry publishes statistical tables of selected infectious diseases ;

r'

every five years. This report is based on the routine reports which the local \

offices submit weekly and annually, and on the cumulative Registry maintained
I

by the Ministry. The latest edition covered the years 1971 to 1975; a new

, edition is to be published shortly.
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i

Data Collection Forms  Registry of_ Infectious and Notifiable Diseases /

Collective Reporting of Notifiable Diseases /
/

1  district 6  total t

2  date 7  agegroup breakdown
3  disease 8  age unknown

4  name of settlement or institution 9  doctor's signature
5  number of cases by age group 10  name and address of doctor

/

■' /
Individual Reporting of Notifiable Diseases

1  name of bureau '
2  date received

I. Sick person
1  family name 8  sex
2  first name 9  religiosity

a 3  father's name  10  country of birth
^ . 4  mother's name 11  date of immigration to Israel

5  identity number 12  country of birth of father ;

6  address 13  present employment
7  date of birth 14  place of work (for children: name

of kindergarten or school )
II. Diagnosis

A  cl inical findings
B  laboratory findings

1  name of laboratory 6  sent to hospital  yes/no
2  date and code number of lab. 7  if yes, name of hospital
3  date onset of disease 8  department :

4  immunization against disease 9  hospital number of patient
yes/n0 10  date hospitalized

5  if yes, date
III. Transfusions
IV. Doctor

* 1  full name of signing doctor 4  phone number
™ 2  signature 5  date form fi 11 ed out

3  place of work of doctor .
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Collective Reporting 0_f Notifiable Diseases :

'♦**< " ■JJJ מדבקות נוחלות על (קולסטיבית! מרוכזת הודעה . ישראל 7/7>כת ■
^^ **<"*< ,^ . ני 8 6 סו ^^ הכריכות .\\vn . /
lf_■ >י 1 ~* י י

ניי י. ו 1 י נ ק י 0 cי ' 1? s ה י 6 5 ס 5 רעוג 09
'לי? לוו 1 *< I m<1 | 4<1> 1 <ו 10 ן *< 1 >■ 1 י 86יי| י3י:י4 *י 3 י8חלח
/.■ס רוח *נ7גי7ות

"*  ■■ ■ C^tC^^npo* ן

< ... "י" /
1 ■ Kyb'Uf .;

" _  זיוליס לאחי כליית י^ח
._ Pod*I"'" I,<h1 .

י^ינויז כל כזין יר*ל11 /
Fcotf Ptxiorog 11 ■ ■*!' :

rjv ויייס rr r.*:
" י " י" " הולים בג#ת

1  ■..■■■ " .*." ■ . . ... ........... ™......"' ™ ' "■ . . .* 1 1 .*...... H^\c<'.'' )י*זו# .**.^
" __^1m^mm^_ \* *> ■■!■■*> p''r***■ f

....."_ ... ,, . .".........". 1^1 ■WQ5 )

חרת ל:נה nincrr. I

"* ' 1 ' fMh> >\. **> .. '^

10 9 I
גזיריוז ני^תיוח רייפ"ו ns>na1 or k~ttc ."סול .; 1

הפהליל. לד נסונו"ס לר^ס r' כות כקר* הגסתת. הכייאית ללקכת rav3 0עס לי.י*לזז 1יכה : ■

^^ Individual Reporting of Notifiable Diseases
י.1.*י*ייז r:r '1 גי

_^ 1 ",,"
._ .>!. ^:rn Tutr

* ס™ הודעת מחייבת מחלה על אינדיבידואלית הודעה

 דהרי .cs  S~~ האב n?    סיסי er  nrxrsn er החולה, *.
9 8 7 דתילאק6 .z rt י*ייח האייל .   נתיגת

rr"v vs נייז .et רחיג .n
ו ך 12 11 10^^ ניג1ית תעסיק . האג ל^ת *יץ . ל  על^ ת*י^ לדה ארץ

_ נ^<.. "י הגו יגתיגי! cr  לדס וינב י^בודל; ס.י0
_ " האבחנה: 11 ■

__. r'rlj KI3 x A /

כעבדתי mtt .3 B ;

..3 הכהלת התחלת תאר'ד 2 גלעבדת* <וי7וי יסז .piicn 1 הגד^ח r\n"a בה הגלעגדה 07 1

7 Tt1n ur הזזולם בת crS1tr/p: לביתחילס nSca ......5 mw ,p okT ק/ל*  הגדינה נגדהכחלה יוסו ?

ל 10 .necitn f^n _...?^ יחולה גל^ן ■eo ס המחלקה . |
; ■' . _. : ^^^^rl III. ' f
r ;

_ "3nrvi*t7mm crn Z _. arre I cttm nein ^^ .^1^^s,^ orn : ^^^^^^ " * I
.V# ._ eev7 מלוי raw peet '08 
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Weekly Epidemiologic Record

^ 1  district 1:. ■■

2  year
3  week

A  individual totals of each disease
1  name of disease
2  number of cases

B  chemical poisoning (by material)
1  name of material  ■

2  number of cases
3  accidental
4  selfpoisoning
5  unknown

C  collective notification of diseases
1  outbreaks by disease
2  outbreaks by settlement
3  number affected

*.

l  causes.. ■ I

2  all ages . \

3  by age group
4  age group unknown
5  specific material in chemical poisonings /

t
■ /

i
\

■ . 1

. /

f
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Weekly Epidenioiogic Record /

£4 הגויאות מזיו ל***81יי>ו>ייז, חיחידח אל: ^י\ . ייי*>י0. חגייאיוז, 0*יד י /

מחוז* / נפת* שבוע* אפידמיולת* ס*כום . |

/ / 3 0 (ייט גר!*~ד י&טחייק ה*בו1 2 arv 1 1101

j (ילאיזר קגלתס jo j העיד ^ erirjsr^ 15 rrr.s nom .1
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קיי /in? .26 1 טז5י0 הכקית .10

1 (Tm) Trvrrinv .27 זיבה .11

(rvw> etui?") ■2a rain .12

6עילה ר**ית ncnv 3a "rnc"o .13

j לר*ת rna . 8זדילי me*e .14

בד\01ידויו^ מעידביס ימקר*0 u'nu d*v8 Vns .

י.) יריז(ל. ל* srirsrr ו^לי;י!ותי)> יהנסיג^ו ולזויפי ל^ כסיית rr'Trvi B
_______^^^^ .. 1(

^^חל" החופי 1 " [^.קל קיטר 1  ^r~,£■ ה"י0י 1

J . _" /

י" " י ל 7 f

^ _ " ._... ."_. .__._...... |

11 1 1  !I11 1

לזץ. מעבר הסקד 6ל6005607 0נר ?
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חי.יי.£יי1ויות) crrrjj קולקסיבית החילה כזזייכית פוזלית O) L /

י55* י?יב ל ""י 3 הישוב 2 *V2 ה'זיג 2 3י)י הסיב 2 1ד0חלד.

"" "~~"""""" ריח אגעביעית
" ז1ימת

~ evrr אחר כליית דלקת
בגיתחיליס וד.ימי6

~ "." ~ חזרת
מזון* הרעלודנ

0*d יאי
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.(18 *י 30 סע"0י0 לדף מעבר ליייח

6סייזז1 (ג< D

גיל קבי>ית
.__ . ~ ~ i 1 . ה0^רח ^סיבת יי י י י" ' ל" 65 + 4S64 jyM 514 14 0 י1^0 ,^P . rrr | I I i i.<^~י  ~ _ ו 0 ה1יבות פכל nrvcen כל

4 .r. ... .r.■:....r:...3(=~~x..!r.....n ...... ■■*■ _
יחידה כסיגח /run דלקת

אחרת* 0יבה עם ריאית דלקת ,

" " "י" אחריתי סיבות ע0 אי בלבד ש0עת 1

 " " בלבי יפע"ם קיבה דלקת :
אחרית סיבות עם או

החימר! הרעלות
יחימי "^ _ ('TOTWVn) nB" כמיית
הזזיסר, י"'יי'1

ריכיס תאינית /

ri^nx r*.:wn

בססיייוז לכלול sr כימית הרעל" רקע על ראית מדלקת 8סרה סקוסעת. בסטירות לכלול tr ייאית דלקת עס "גייימ"עת *
כיסודית. הרשומה האבחנה ל8י תוס0 וס7"0 קיבת דלקת oj וין"ן מדלקת 06ירה כימיות. סהרעלות

9
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ה"בועי ה*!ידםיולוגי לסיכום סו0ר ךנריאוח .ror

82/26 'oc 2t7<82 מזאריר הנגמר ב"ונו? 0יווזזי0 !!1mini הודאות ל1מידסיוליגיה ה0חל>.
ירושלים

_. o^tii* ז נמחו 1982 ת ייא?י1!1^_?נ 11חלבאה_בא1?ת_יט.ח1_!.9.

1 ל .י/1י" !/?"?_!!." 1IVL"'L *הדבר כ>* .1ני0_ב*רז באיחורים "יםת סקרי >לי^_בססוור_ ססיזסנת באחרונה :

' . .. *.P^f.W njt'ij.1n?r>V}3SJ>,i_a/.JCrtAL_3aLL.rjLTa .

1 .נ.ח..82?1? .יי0*_גסח1יף..?י^*י.נה_?ל ירו ללסכיו.הבריאות יחת גל^^סיי ח .קבו.1ו ל0י הוז1זל1*ה 5י_נו0 j>j,} j

ל י  ._  __ ס.7גיסי ^י'זנב י* טז..המקיים .בחלק !

1 ^982 ינואריוני ירו*לי0, מערב  __אךמת _ 1

ן ■_ י_^_י י   ^ 1■■:. . " i

| RubeJLIa^Jcruaalen^Jan.June 19tf? . A/jo <710^ ג*ל I ' en

| . Followingthedata publiohedin סיי O'unnD 59 1_4 p~ Honth I I

| the last weeklyrecord, supplemen Total Adults |
I tary information has been providcJA\"i\ \ ■*_ . _ ... _" . J ._ 7V ___ j _ _* 1 1_ j_^ .. | _ .mjj p 1

I by the Jerusaleo PHO. I II I 1 ^ amiary .

1' ,From the beginning of the yeart "''I^ 1 "I Kcbruar/ ■כרו11ר ,

. 7 cases or rubella were discover" 10~ I '"" / 2 P" 8 " ( ; ץ ' c,^^  _~D
1 ~7B EaaleFir JerunaloA and another /9 | _ ■*'■m.,,   '

, 9? in tho VeoleFn "partof 1the CltS 1 i ■■_[. .*PL1* <U*tr/. I

J Some" of fhe oaoe5Werc labonrtorr/ '' 4  ~ 618 111  !■lay 1*0 _. . .I
' conr1tr>ea. 44 I■^JI _. L.8. ■J3J._ 1 _2.j_.Jmu! m, |
I The distribution of the 96 case■; 07 | ,1 1 לי 1 7^ 1 ד I 1

j \ y(f *. ... _<!i_.<>>. . __J Trrtsl ■ סיג I

1 by nonth and age is shown in the ..י י י I 1

 VableT ; (Z\ rS# ?.'7fV''?1^?"ft1 "f  *r'3rvrt/7fT*7.7^J 1V')pregnant,4month, lab.conl .;ii.Juccd abortion. "' 1 1■'\ /

j

1
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Record of Notifiable Diseases _^^^v' '' i

lff *"aw :^^ A  name of diagnosis ' I

B name of district
C  monthly report
D  weekly report i

1  additional source of information
2  laboratory reports ■

3  case summary or discharge notice
4  individual reporting /
5  7  laboratory findings /

8  11  month and date of death J

12  state other care t

13  15  hospital code i

16  17  hospital status \

18  level of immunization /

19  22  date disease began (month, day)
23  26  date information received (month, day)

■f^ 27  religiosity
2829  year of birth
30  sex
31  type of settlement
E  address
F  settlement name

G  first name

H  family name . I

32  secondary diagnosis ' I
33  35  number of case
36  38  code of diagnosis

, 39  40  district
41  42  year

.7
i
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.' ■ Record of Notifiable Diseases
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\
1. 06 Israel  Ministry of Education  Registries ojf School Children \A י *'* /^^ (Reference: D. Horesh.)  i

The information system of the Ministry of Education of the State of Israel . '

includes three registries. The first is for children aged three and four, the f

second is for all fiveyear olds, and the third is for all school age children. /
The first serves as the basis for subsidization of the nursery schools (gan) which \

children may attend. A form is completed for each child registered at the gan,

and the gan in turn receives a certain rate from the government per child. This

registry does not include all three and fouryear olds in the country, but only

those at gan. The information collected includes basic sociodemographic data, as

well as data on siblings, gan requested and parents' occupations. (See Pages

7172.) The parents are required to state income and provide supporting documents,

as the family pays a portion of the child's fee. Since the forms must be completed

^^ for subsidies, there is complete coverage of the target population and the nee . .

essary information is generally correct. Less important information, regarding I

siblings, for example, aray not always be filled out, but this will not delay I

the subsidy.

There is mandatory registration of all fiveyear olds prior to their entry

into the school system. The Ministry of Education receives a list from the Pop

ulation Registry of all fiveyear olds and sends notices to both the children's :

homes and to the city or region. Parents must then bring the completed form and

supporting documents to the school . A check is done at the start of the school

year to identify missing registrations. The data collected here is similar to
that of the previous form. (See Pages 7374.) Income determination is not . /
included since the information is not linked to payment or subsidies. It is i

$*\ considered important to indicate if the parents are natural or foster parents. r

I
Public schools (children aged six to thirteen) and technical schools (chil i

dren aged eleven to thirteen) provide the Ministry of Education with group data /
\
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on the number of students per class, but no individual data. There is a person /

^ based registry for high schools (children aged thirteen to eighteen) which has /'

complete coverage of the high school population since the schools are subsidized :

per student. (See the data collection form, Pages 7576.) If the information I
I

submitted is not correct, then the school will not receive money for the stuoent. /
5

The data is checked by matching a data tape of high school age children abstracted ;

from the Population Registry with the Ministry's tape, and checking each identity /

number plus the first two letters of the family name. The two tapes are run to /

gether, and a printout is produced which identifies errors and discrepancies. A /

printout is sent to the schools for correction and the Ministry's tape is then

corrected.

The computer system at the Ministry of Education has been in operation for
more than five years. It is estimated that ninety percent of the forms are

^₪ fi 11ed out completely, but the level of accuracy of the data cannot be determined.

Generally, data which is missing is not essential data. As mentionned previously,

those forms which are linked to the receipt of money are fi 11ed out with all
necessary information. The extent of incorrect information was approximately

ten percent but this is now decreasing.

The personal identity number is the key to linking Ministry of Education

information with the Population Registry. If there is no identity number, then 1

the passport number is used. The Registry is concerned primarily with the quality
of the important data, not of all of the data. Due to manpower and economic

limitations, more extensive checking of all of the data cannot be carried out. *

It is felt that since the data is based on documents (when forms are submitted, *

supporting documents such as identity cards are checked to ensure the accuracy

of the information) it is more likely to be correct than if the information was /

not verified. ',
i

Since the High School Registry is personbased, lists of students can be )

v

r

/'
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generated. Every four months, the schools receive a list of their students /

with basic demographic data, which is checked and corrected. The corrections

are incorporated at the central Registry, so that it is essentially correct and /

.*

'i

uptodate. Other outputs are generated as requested. One of the strengths of /
/

this Registry is that data collection, research, planning and administration j

I
are all located in the same area (the offices are in close proximity). There [

fore, the data is readily available for use and can be used in the planning /

and organization of educational facilities. /

/

0  ■ ■ ;
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Data Collection Forms  Registries of School Children

Example #1  Ages 34

1. Child
A  family name (11 20) ' 6  street name (27  38)
B  first name (21  26) . H  house number (39  42)
C  date of birth (49  54) I  name of settlement
D  sex (48) J  code of settlement (43  47)
E  country of birth K  telephone numbers (home and work)
F  identity number (2  10)

2. For father and mother
L  first name N  country of birth
M  identity number 0  year of birth

3.. For each sibling
P  first name and identity number R  name of school and grade
Q  year of birth

J .

4. For requested gan
S  name U  religious/regular . ;

T  address V  name of ownder and code ;

5. Reason/motive for request :

6. For father and mother
AA work position BB place of work

i. hired CC branch
11. independent DD monthly gross income
111. owner EE annual gross income
iv. housewife

1. Additional income (pension, property, agriculture, child support)

8. Date filled out

■>■ 9. Name of person filling out form

10. Identity number

11. Relationship

\Z.Sic!"." /'.'
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Example #1  Ages 34 ■'r0?0 ■ ;

ן ף'™'""' / 1 '""* '"'"' >rw חובה קדם ילדים גני 1 ,.,." י.. I ' ■
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Example #2  Age 5 £

X™$ 1. 1  card #1 48  code country of birth i
2 10  identity number ^ ;**\ **ff* *  country of birth f

 H (unknown code)4954  date of birth (year, month.ca'
12  16  house number, entrance C  Hebrew calendar date of birth [

1727  street5558  street code I

A district5962  region code /

2834  first name 63 (unknown code) /

3546  family name 64  number of children infami 1 y 1

47  sex 65  70  telephone number f

/
r

2. relationship tochild if not natural parent:
D  family name

E  first name

F identity number

3. 1  card fl H name of kindergarten
^3  11  identity number2527  code ownership type
^ 12  17  code of kindergarten 28  code of owner

18 21  date filling out form I  name of owner
G  position of person filling 29  year child began gan

Out form J  requested kindergarten
22 code number of coder K  second choice
23  class L signature
24  level '

/■

4. Information on parents (father top 1 i ne , mother bottom line)
30  occupation M  occupation /

31  32  years of study ■ 37  44  identity number

3334  year of immigration to4552  first name I

Israel 53  75  as in 3052 but for mother /
3536  year of birth

 X
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Example #2  Age 5 ^ .:**f:,,0 I

f

r

i
ישראל xwxn t

והתרבות החינ1ד מ'*רד *

תשכז"ג ל'טנת חינוך למוסד ר*ע\ום טופס
מ'"י הנרשם הילד ■ma 1
גיט1* t 1 top ייניו P* __^^_^ ^

4 } p גיה Pn י^יג '1חנ סו^1 dv ו"<5חה 'יס *__________ _ np'j?■ j _____^___ _^^ 1 ■ ,J.I 1"! 1 I 1 II ! 1 _ Mil I [ A 1 J , . '

E , , , , lff , /
t.n | ^.ךר. ^^ לייי T^^r ngv ייזיר ^אייו 1 רתונ~ tnv ] ^נ סקי /j p/' ם גבית >1יפ11 vn rrrn \

B Mill c II! 1 1! , M , ויווו, !111 ^
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F/ £ 1 D | הרשאה יתג יי'גיר ",". ,"," ^ 1 | יי! ■o. |
JTIj ^^^^^^^ f

להחי)^ת * I
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, _ .~1) n| 1 I |li 17j I in J1/ I 1 UJ 1 | | ~ r
> r
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Example #3  High School ,

'^ 1.8 9  card #144754  father's name '""■,'

H  16  code of school 55  religiosity
A  name and address of school5660  residence code ;

1824  identity number6175  street and house number
3845  first name B  name of region
46  sex . C religion

2.8 9  card #22 F no schooling father
2627  country of bi rth4445  year of birth mother
28  31  date of immigration to G  country of birth of mother

Israel (year, nonth)4647  years of study of mother
32  37  date of birtn student H  no schooling mother
D  country of birtn student I  name and address of school
3839  year of birth f3i/jer J  signature of parent and date
E  country of birth father
40  41  years of study of father
F  no school ing father

3. 48  code 9 /

49  51  code stream of studies ' )
52  55  code class and section
56 61  date began school /'

K  school name, principal 1s signature, date \

}

r
/'

/
i

. I

o
'
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Exanple #3  High School_ ■ * \

חדש תלמיד על הודעה ■

*י10נ >>ווד> העל נדוניד חד*יס דיס יזיק1 יי'יומ טכניסוט ישיבר
1 ו רךךק ^נחי.™1 ן ס'"ר'ו ." כפי . 1
dup ~7~ r // / | I a ן סל.14*2*9** 'יוייכ^ל, 1 .
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2 a₪arp] FflH^;r BE)B5EB";m," 1 9 .1
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זיושלט .?92 ד ת רסיסבון. כניו 1
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1.07 Israel  Ministry of Welfare  Registry of Retarded Children /

w . (Reference: S. Biriin.) .:■<?  ;^tv., |

A registry of retarded children is located within the Ministry of Welfare. t

The Registry serves as a file of all retarded children in institutions or day I

centres so that these centres can be subsidized on a per capita basis. Legis !

?

lation was passed in 1962 which val i dated the collection of information about I

institutionalized retarded children. Planning of an information system was /

begun in 1968. ;
/

The information collected includes personal data about the child, insti |

tutional data, payment (who pays and what percentage), and residence information ■

)since the institution may not be in the same area as the child's residence). ]

A variety of forms for collecting data have been tested, some of which incorpor !

ated extensive information on the child's family. (Examples follow this review, /

ing the complexity of the forms and no incentives to complete the forms. Both i
/

of these resulted in poor response rates. Data collection could not be imposed .

/

on the centres. |

At present, no information other than a list of clients at each institution /

is produced. This is used strictly for administrative purposes to facilitate ..

funding. When a name is submitted, it is immediately added to the Registry so I

that the appropriate institution can begin to receive payment. Inspectors per

iodically visit each institution to verify that all registered children are in

attendance. The institutions are supposed to notify the Registry when a child /

is no longer attending so that the name can be removed from the Registry and

payment discontinued. Occasionally, payment continues for some time after the I

*m child is no longer in attendance because of delays in notification. |
The Registry is now attempting to purchase a mini computer, so that it will /

be feasible to keep more accurate records on all cases registered. This would /

i



\
\

also facilitate increased data collection and associated outputs, which would X

^P be useful for monitoring and planning and would serve as feedback to the par

ticipating institutes. A crucial element in this new system wi 11 be the linkage /
of payment to the institutions with the receipt of accurate data; if data needed I

for planning and funding is not received, reimbursement will not be forthcoming. /
It is hoped that this system will be operational in the near future. \

/

f

|

i

I

1 . i

/

m
\
r
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■ /

Data Collection Forms  Registry of Retarded Children ■ ..'■■י. /

^r~ Example #1 f._

. ' ■ 12  code
3  11  identity number |
12 19  first name |
20  31  family name |
32  35  date received (day, month) |
36  37  class of centre/institution
38  43  code centre/institution
44  62  name centre/institution
63  code of frequency of contact/visits by family
$4  family members or others who maintain contact
&J  if leaving the institution, arrangements
66  if leaving the institution, reasons 

67  70  if leaving the institution, date . .

71  72  cause of death ;

 73  76  date of death
^P *7780  administrative number and page number t

A  date
' B  name of person filling out the form

C  signature

y, I

■■ . /

. I

. !

j

i

it. י ^י*4 ^■ו ^ ו .*^ _ ו : ו_ *■> י ** ~*י±י'^'. * י  ■ ~ י י י '"י 1 י * >וךן ■ ו, '.w"..Iff י: . .■.■■■_: ■ י*''1*
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Example #1 s"rz#?0f ..■ ■ /

הזמןאדת מסגדת  דיווח טו0ס והרווחה הענודה נישדד |
למ18ד השרות י

f
1 pi [ I 1  I t
המ6נר של זהות מס0ר £ הפ0גר של סרסי שס הנ8גר של ה=יש*חה שס '

J7 1 1 tך^ו "^ . וו 9ו |2י /JT 20 /
י,

ר__^_1 |
m>v,p r>Kn "<;*n המס1ית סמל שסהנלסנדת {

I 1 1 _L MM ^
U U 5737] M "|*3 **I

הנישסחה עם קשר

סמל תקשר או הבקוריס תדירות סנ7ל הקשר א1ז הנזקיימיס אחרים או חכשמחח נני

^^ ~*1 ~~ ** " .

המסגרת עזינת על דיווח 06יויח על דיווח

לל"" ו ך^"ךן ןי"^עזיכ"ן [3 ן"י^י"יי"ן ""יופיין ו

ZJ Tj 111 _l 111 111
*$ ** 67 70 71 1ד. גז *ל יל *0I t

i

■ C B A
וותיסח תטוםט ממלא שס T1'"1

/
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Example #2 /
W\2  code . . 5962  date applying for diagnosis 

3  11  identity number  ■"*6364  reason s for referral /
12  19  first name ל . 65  66  code for referring agency :

20  31  family name . 67  70  recommended class of care I

3233  code of centre7174  recommended centre \

3453  name of centre7780  administrative code and {

_. .. page number !54  diagnosis . . ;:

55  58  date of conclusion of I

treatment and recommendations |
r

1  2  code 27  movement /

י 3  11  identity number 28  social role /

12  14  intelligence (IQ) 29  behavior /

15  17  degree of performance 30  degree of disturbance /

18  20  verbal skills 31  bladder /

21 level of retardation 32  bowel /

22  concentration 33  epilepsy i

^cf . 23  sight 34  movement :.{

24  speech 35  criminal responsibility
25 .  brain /mental function3639  etiology
26  hearing

A  date
■ B  name of person filling out the form

C  signature

/
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Example 2# ; י ו

.  ■ y■' ■■:if י  /
מאבחנת מסג\ת  דיווח eetp " ■

יגלגל£גר הוהוו! 5ט8ר ה:ל1גר :<ל 1יטי קם ילכ;1גר שי המק8הה sf

רף 111111 ו 1
ו ג * וו יו נו ו1 ס! י

ווstן ו 1

המסגרת runaiarn miosn or י
הסאבהנת יו

_L fil.ii SI U ;■■

ר^יכין .■ ■; ptri" '

^ טייס ^<וריר 1<ויר r3>e o n)tr:nr .g P גסמר מ60י *

^ הכליז/ח ימתו ל^רווו 6ניז: רה0ניה r ה3מ1ח ח11רס טי8ול J^dלסוג £ דף ;ה
_^ __^_^ _^___ יץ"יי J" pff | ;;

pin /7Je. rr7 17Jtr ~~~~ ~~~ ~^~~י ~~~~ ,.

I*II M if ♦2*} *4 H+* >74e 4970 M7; 7174 77 (0 ,'.

?9^ כלנה מנח מנת יללת .3^ קכלית נ^ועיוז מילולית ^י^ר .

211 . Dup 1 1 _U_ JLL ;

ו 2 j וו 4ו^ני ל * 7ו *ו 20 21

~שב ר0יח דנזי מוין ^סיעי תנועח ת78יד £
ורגו! חניתי ;?

_1_

't 22 גנ <נ IT" It~~ IT" i. ינ

סוגרים על nc^r

י/ 1 .תו] 1 1 ,ואח I F^j 1 4?| |<'חריות{ ''טיייגיח] 1

£ £ £
... ןן DUP

>0 ו7~ ~12 IT" m IT" ינ*נךג*> 7780t J ^__J I 1 1 ו ו 1 < ו 1 ו 1 1 1

C ■ B A _ f
חחימח eiern j^ns ov 1'"ucn f

0 ■ . ■ ■ " ■" 1

. ■ ■ ■ . י . .■'■'■י " /
 ■ J
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■ /
Example # 3  f

" 12  card #102128  first name ■
3  11  identity number2940  family name /

12 14  authority code4144  date of updating j

15  18  month, year file opened 45  kind of reportage [

1920  referring agency7780  administrative code and page

1.2  card #n 1920  year of immigration to Israe7 

3  11  identity number2122  country of birth 5

12  religiosity2326  date of bi rth (year, month) |
13 14  number of retarded siblings 27  place where child lives i

15  16  economic status of family 28  47  address (street, number, I
, ., ^ residence code) /

17  family status /
' 77  80  administrative code and page /

18  sex '

1  2  card #12
3  11  identity number /

For father of child: I^ . ' 1220  identity number3546  family name '

21  22  years of schooling 47  sources of income
23  24  country of birth 48  work position
2526  year of birth4968  address
2734  first name7780  administrative code and page

1  2  card #13
3  11  identity number
For mother of child:
1248  same as for father 53  blood relation
4950  number of live births5473  address
51  52  number of children living 77  80  administrative code and page

1  2  card #14
3  11  identity number ;

If child has a guardian, for the guardian: ;

" , 1220  identity number4960 fami 1 y name 1

w 21  40  address 61  type of reportage /

4148  first name7780  administrative code and page

/
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/
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1.08 Sweden  StockholmC£unt^ Medj^aj_ Information System .

" (References: D. Fenna et al.; u. Zetterblad and H. Peterson.) *

I
The Stockholm County Medical Information System (SCMIS) serves the county /

surrounding and including the city of Stockholm, Sweden. Tnis area has a |
population of approximately one and a half million people, with eighttwo . f

institutions and 25,000 beds. The region served is geographically defined by /

the boundaries of the region and is divided into five districts for ^^^^^^ j
\

ment purposes. \

The SCMIS was established so that morbidity of the total population could /

.be continuously monitored. The system was intended to offer a rational basis /
for longterm planning of medical care, as well as for"ionitori ng the actual |
utilization of care. All activities related to each patient at health institu ;

tions and clinics could be recorded by incorporating a central population re9 ■

Sr ' Uter based on civil records data and pertinent medical information. /

There are five components which are the basis for the system. These are \

that it:
1) cover all facilities within the county; :

2) be based on a central population register which provides an accurate /

registry of all residents;
. , ' 3) be communicationsoriented; /

4) be realtime oriented; and I
1

5) be functionsoriented. I
The key to this system is the "personnummer11 which is an elevendigit

  permanent identification number used for identification in official and non I

' . government processes, as well as for patient identification. This number in f

^ eludes codes for date of birth, century of birth, district of residence, a t

sequential number to differentiate otherwise identical numbers, and a cneck

digit.
j
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נ:£^י The SCMIS incorporates five subsystems which are interconnected to fac |

^ Hitate transfer of data among systems. These five subsystems are the waiting  ?

list, inpatient, booking, outpatient and chemical laboratory subsystems. ~0 _ |
enter the waiting list system, a waiting list form is initiated by the referring I

doctor who identifies what resources are needed. This is input into an online ;

system. When action is taken, as occurs when an admission is processed, the l

record is immediately transferred to the appropriatesystem in this case, the j

inpatient system. The waiting list system produces outputs which are prepared ?

selectively for different users and are listed by a variety of means, such as /
alphabetically, chronologically by entrance to the system, and by institutions /
and department. In 1976, there were 31,000 people on the list, with between .

55 .
36,000 and 40,000 demands incorporated in the system. /

The inpatient system covers admissions, transfers and discharges for a"1"1 

4£ institutions within the county. A person enters the system either when ad , I

mitted to an institution or when an admission date is confirmed. Information

1n this system includes basic personal data transferred from the central re9

is try and intended therapeutic and diagnostic procedures as recorded in tne

waiting list file. The only data actually entered consists of the personal

identification number, the receiving ward and the date of admission. Certain [

procedures, such as laboratory tests, are initiated automatically on admission. j

Daily outputs from this system include 1 i sts of patients due to be admitted

the next day, a daily inpatient census, scheduled bed utilization and a detailed
/list of all inpatients. Other outputs which are produced weekly, ™nthly or |

intermittently include bed census reports, monthly utilization statistics, i

statistics on surgical procedures and discharges, admission and discharge *

reports for the state insurance office, and information for internal *nd ex  j

w ternal accounting. .

The booking subsystem covers bookings for outpatient appointments and ,
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for radiology facilities. This system facilitates better utilization of fac |

mer'il ities by matching the requested examination or procedure with the appropriate \

resource or fac 11 i ty , and thereby optimizing use of facilities. Up to nine f

examinations may be booked at one time; the system will then offer three alter i

native appointments for each examination. When an examination is booked, a I
r

notice is automatically printed for the patient including the date, time and \
\

nature of the appointment, and any special instructions. Each resource/facility I
v

for which appointments are booked receives a list of appointments twentyfour /

hours prior to their occurrence.

The outpatient system contains a record of each outpatient visit. The

attending physician records the visit on paper, and an assistant enters the nee

essary information into the system immediately after the visit. The linkage

of this system with the other systems provides the potential for thorough and

^ef t ' complete records of all contacts with the health care system.

The fi fth subsystem is the chemical laboratory subsystem, an automated I
form of all clerical procedures within the laboratory. Requisitions and I
results are produced. As well, the system also prepares collection lists for f

staff, and corresponding work 1 ists. . |
The central file is updated weekly with input from the central population

registry, death notification and emigration records. Records which are no longer \

valid are automatically deleted, such as a record in the waiting list system \

which is linked to a person for whom a death notification has been received. /

Economic and technical constraints have limited the widespread implemen /

tation of all of the subsystems. A goal for the future is to have all of the I

systems in operation in all areas of the county, but at present some are 1 i mi ted /
to pilot sites. Full implementation will enable comprehensive analysis of out j

^^ puts such as those dealing with incidence of disease and provision of services, /

and will be very useful in planning the health care system of the future. f
/
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1.09 United States  Livingston Community Health Services Information System f$|
)Reference: J. C. Hers hey and J. R. Moore.)

An example of an information system serving a commun i ty health services " .

organization is that of the Livingston Community Health Services, Inc. Jt (

was incorporated in 1970 for the purpose of delivering a comprehensive range of j

health care services to the twel ve thousand residents of the Livingston, Califor f

nia area. The region served is defined geographically by the boundaries of the /

Livingston High School district. Only members of this target population are :

Ieligible to receive care through the commun i ty heal th services on a continuing |
basis. The clinic provides primary care, selected specialist services, and has i

access to community hospitals, as well as to tertiary care facilities for serious f

cases. /

The Livingston Health Services Data System was designed to satisfy three /

™ requirements. First, it was necessary to provide comprehensive 1"2Porting on " ;

the performance of the delivery organization. The second requirement was t0 ;

aid management in assessing the effectiveness of care delivery. Third, it was f

necessary to provide patient billing services and reports on the organization's j:

financial activities. An additional proposed use of the system was for studies

of health care attitudes and behavior. . f

There are four major inputs to the data system. A community census Provided \

demographic information on the Livingston population. Two household surveys I

> collected a large volume of information on the health level and utilization of i

health' services of the target population. Health care delivery records, wnich /
include complete patient. registration data, are maintained for each contact with. /

the delivery system. The fourth input consists of financial data from the account;

g|ef ing system which is used for billing as well as for management control  <

Use of this data system is dependent on linkage of patient registration and

service utilization. The key to this linkage is a patient identification number ■



/
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which is unique to each patient registered in the system. Health records are /
™ organized in the data file so that a patient service can be linked with the indiv '

idual and the family to whom it was provided and billed. Additional demographic j
i

items on the family are combined with registration data so that familyoriented |

linkage is possible for research of service utilization.
A number of outputs are generated by this system. Host of the regular

monthly reports deal with the volume of services provided and with financial I

issues. Special studies of community affairs and clinical effectiveness are I

issued quarterly or by request. The automated patient billing system is one of \

the major components of the data system, and monitors billing and accounts as

well as issuing management reports for both the Medical Director and for third"

party payers.
The centre's community board uses monthly summaries of registrations and

A encounters to monitor utilization of the centre by geographical and age distri )

bution of residents. Usage trends may be revealed which will provide direction I

for planning and future community health programs.

Lastly, the system is capable of producing provider time analyses and

clinical performance summaries. These studies enable a review of the service

time of staff members, as well as more general evaluations of the effectiveness r

of the centre in serving the target population. \

The data system was designed to serve as a management tool for monitoring \

the overall performance of the LCHS organization, and for planning resource all \

ocation and future programs. The system aids management in containing costs, /

maintaining quality, assuring equitable access to health services and insuring f

appropriate utilization of services. j

i
1

/
t

j
t

י  ■ . ?■■. י.'. ■
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1.10 Canada  Saskatchewan Comprehensive Psychiatric Service Utilization Data File ;

An example of linkage of data files to facilitate research was demonstrated .

1n the province of Saskatchewan, with the development of a comprehensive psy 1

chiatric service utilization data fi 1 e . This file included all Saskatchewan 5

patients with psychiatric diagnoses who received care from a medical practitioner /
 in the years 1971 and 1972. |

It was necessary to merge four data files for this research. The key to \
i

this l inkage was a unique patient identi fier which was common to each of the

four files. The identifier was the provincial health insurance number (the ,

Saskatchewan Hospital Insurance Plan (SHSP) registration number), which guaran f

tees access to health services and facilities in the province, and is maintained /
i

in the Master Registration File (MRF) of SHSP. I

W The other three files are those of the Psychiatric Services Branch of the " I

Ministry of Health which maintains the procincial psychiatric case register, I

the Medical Care Insurance Commission (MCIC) and SHSP. The latter two are prf ;

marily administrative data files relating financial accounting to services Pr0

vided, and the former is a "social bookkeeping" file with some administrative

functions. The MCIC data is patientcentred and includes records of each contact .

with feeforservce practitioners. The SHSP data file contains information on

each hospital ization. The chart on the next page illustrates the various kinds

of data collected for each fi 1 e .

Each of thesefi 1 es is constantly updated to add new registrants, remove [

registrants that are no longer valid, and to record contacts with both Prac . |
titi oners and hospitals in the system. Contacts are based on billings to /

^ MCIC and SHSP. /

The research undertaken by D'Arcy et al . involved creating a record tf>r [.

f
|
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each psychiatric patient that incorporated all of the data contained in the

*** files. From these records, research was carried out to determine rates of

utilization of psychiatric services, with breakdowns of services according to

type of physician specialty, patient volume and sector activity, and surrmaries

of billings to MCIC and SHSP.

This research could have been carried out using any one of the files
described, but then would have provided only a partial description of the pSy_

chiatric patient instead of a complete psychiatric service record. The unique

personal identifier was essential to enable linkage of these files. Without

it, linkage would have been ^7 timeconsuming and difficult, and the effort \

would possibly not have justified the research results.

Figure \_ Inofrmation Record on Etiilinj Heillh Care Filn 56

^^^^^^^^^^^^^__^_ __^^^^__^___^^_____ ^_ v

Data File /

__.

Master Service! Ore H<"p.ul |
Registration Branch Insurance Services /

File Comrrm>1on Plan |
^^~~"■■""™*^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ._______^^^ ^_^_ .. u

Rcg'n No. Reg'n No. Reg'n No Reg'n No ;
Name Name
Address Address

Patient Beneficiaries
Identification FamiK Type

Coverage
Previous
Reg'n No(s).

/
Sex Sci Sex Sc\ ..

Aj:e Age Age Ajre
Marnal Status Mjnial Statut ^

SocioUimojtraphic Residence Residence £■

Type Type . F
Ethnicity ',

Onupation
Religion ;
Education t

m Ow^noMS [)1a)!nOM> I >1j,.'n1<MN 1

I Prim <t Sec.) (Prim ) il'nn.JSa / \
Patient Sersive Hnspiia. j

1 >pe and NumberI \pe .11 \dm1ss1t<.'< '■

Status Tspe and Separatum \

Mcilual Dates Phvsician S111K1>al /

Details of I |) ;

Crevious Spctialt) I >.1 1 a i

I reatmenlk Relcrrnng AtienUinjt /'

Current Physician
Treatment Coverage "■

Ac;iv!t)Kr> r>on4!tv!1t<
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1.11 Denmark  Danish Psychiatric Register <1mb /

^■* (Reference: A. Dupont, T. Videbech and A. Wecke.) ■ :

The Danish nationwide cumulative Psychiatric Register consists of manual  I

files and a data processing system. The Registry dates back to 1920 when reg \

istration for some neurological and psychiatric diseases was begun. In 1953 "

a system for the registration of psychiatric admissions to, and discharges from, .'f

state hospitals was begun. This includes abstracts of case history andfami 1 y ,

history for each registration. L t

In 1968 a Civil Person Registration was introduced, providing each citizen I

with a tendigit number of identification. This number was incorporated into I

the Psychiatric Registry to enable linkage of files. This system 35ר1 ^^ חי f

operation for all psychiatric inpatients since 1970. ;

\The Institute of Psychiatric Demography, which maintains the Psychiatric I

™ Registry, receives data on each psychiatric admission either directly from the ' >

hospital or from the state hospital1s central EDP files. At discharge, the /
Institute receives a s umma ry of the case history and an instruction sheet pro I.

viding clinical data, including type of admission and discharge, information /
r
v

as to previous stays, and diagnoses.  |
The question of identification is solved by the use of the identification

number. Together with dates of hospital i2ation, it is used to link each ad

mission to the appropriate discharge.
The Institute receives daily information on all admissionsabout two hun :

dred per working day. This information is correlated with both old and new

files. Where relevant, the Institute forwards copies of case histories from

earlier admissions elsewhere to the hospital department where the patient is |
#ef currently admitted.  ■: " I

Routine outputs of this system include diagnostic lists for each group of /
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hospitals specified by admissions, first admission and sex. Tables of dis /

^^ charges by sex, main diagnosis and length of stay are also grouped according /

to diagnostic groups. All participating departments, as well as the Danish :

National Health Service, receive these tables once a year. At the same time,

all psychiatric units receive a list of diagnoses for each patient admi tted /
during the last year. This 1ist identifies each diagnosis by the I CD 1 1st,
code and name, and each person by the identification number, name, codes and

other information. The diagnoses for each hospital are printed quarterly and

cumul a ted annually. This means that hospitals do not need to keep diagnostic

indices, and are therefore relieved of the work of these reports. The annual

tables are based on information about all admissions and discharges and, there I

fore, on homogeneous units of information. I

There is some error checking involved in the processing of the data. Be f

^cf t cause of the time this takes and the time to make necessary corrections the

annual report is usually not ready until four months after the completion of the /

fiscal year. Before the implementation of automatic data processing, it would /

have taken years to collect and combine this data. \

Special lists or tables for research and/or planning may also be generated /

by the system. Geographical distribution of patients and their demographic ;

data are useful in the planning of new institutions. Expenses for the treat
ment of patients with a definite disease can be determined, and this informa

tion is then used in program planning. Studies of cohorts of patients with :

specific psychiatric diseases have also been undertaken utilizing the data I
t'

system. I

!
i
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V1 1.12 Finland  Finnish Discharge Reporting System ?#^י>?''

*^ " (References: P. Gronroos and R. TervoPell ikka; A. Hakkarainen;  j

M. Kataja and M. Aho; L. J. Kozak; E. linnakko, H. Seppala and f
E. Hillebrand.)

In Finland, the local authority, or commune, has the main responsibility 1

for organizing and producing health care services. The government subsidizes \

and controls these activities through the National Board of Health (NBH) £

i
which collects and manages data on utilization of health services. In I960, /

the NBH started to collect patient discharge summaries from general hospitals,
and since 1967 the centralized data base has included information on all ward /

patients in all hospitals. In 1981, the data base contained approximately

twelve million records, with about 800,000 new records added annually. Re ■

porting of patient discharges is mandatory, thereby providing data for use in .■

national planning and evaluation of hospital services, research into health /

^P services, and for the study of epidemiological questions. ' !

Each record contains nineteen data items concerning the producer (the hosp I

ital and specialty), the patient, and the cause and duration of hospital ization. *

The patient is identified by a unique identification number from which age, sex, /
t

occupation, education and other demographic variables can be derived. ;

Initially, the data was coded and keypunched by the NBH. However, limited
/

resources resul ted in delays (up to three years) in processing the data and

difficulty in retrieval . As well , the validity of the data waslow in 1972,

over ten percent of the data was missing and fifteen percent of the identification /

numbers were incorrect. These problems led to a reorganization of the system /

in 1976. This included a decrease in the number of data items collected so that . ;

coding and potential errors would be reduced, and adoption of uniform registra /

|ef tion for regional registers. (See Page 96 for a list of data items collected.) ;■

This registration incl udes three parts; the first is uniform with the national f

/
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discharge summary record, the second is common to all regional registers, and I

) \
*~י , the third is for special purposes of the region. ■ ■. > *

Data is collected and coded at the individual facilities and is sent to

the central hospital once a month, where a regional patient data base is created. /
t

From this, the necessary data are sent to the central register at the end of /

*

each year. Over ninety percent of the summaries are sent directly on magnetic /
i

tape.59 The regional registers produce statistics for hospitals concerning [

different time periods while the central register is used primarily for admin \

istrati ve and research purposes at the national level . \

The data bases are used for utilization studies and epidemiological and ■

clinical research. Patientoriented, as well as produceroriented, data is i

used. There are no routine statistical reports but much information is POten /
tially available. Results of research have been used in planning national and \

A regional hospital bed requirements. Time series analysis of the provision and /
use of resources for specialized conditions has been undertaken facilitating an /

estimate of future requirements for special hospital beds and personnel . Dis /

charge information has been linked to resource data and information concerning I

other services, such as social welfare, in crosssectional utilization analyses. ;

By using the patient identification number appropriate documents can be located

and linked. Strict rules govern the retrieval of information about single !

patients so that confidentiality is not violated; the ability to search the \

data base by personal identification number is controlled so that access is very f
i

limited. /

The consolidation of data in regional centres facilitates quick access to /

i

statistical outputs. For example, in the Tampere region, which has a population /

of approximately 410,000 people and 4300 beds or places of other care, data [

^ runs may be available within one hour of request. In complicated cases where j'

61 i
a prograimier's intervention is needed, delivery time may be up to two days.
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Since data is added to the data base monthly, this means that timeTy use of

^* the data is possible with none of the lengthy delays frequently encountered

in util ization of a data register. The data has been found to be very reliable,
with coding and transmission errors existing in .01 to two percent of the I

CO '
records depending on the hospital of origin. t

f

This wellfunctionning data system has had two primary effects in Finland.

Thefi rs t is theavailabil ity of summary data for various acute needs  the ease /
of obtaining data encourages use of the register. Secondly, feedback to medical

1; staff can be provided quickly which results in better monitoring and information

handl ing in the hospitals. ■:

i■

Data Collected Jn the Hospital Discharge Summary . '
|

Pre  1978 Post  1978 '
_ i

)xxx = item collected) |
jg* Patient identification number xxx m /

Specialty xxx /
Marital status /
Occupation /

Social cl ass (based on occupation) xxx !

Home commune xxx f
Date of admission xxx I.

Date of discharge xxx /

Referral from . . . xxx /
:" Referralto.. . xxx

General health status at discharge
:^ Status due to main diagnosis at disch. ■

';;. Diagnoses (1st, 2nd, 3rd) xxx
Basic cause of death xxx :

,; Formal or informal admission xxx . ;

Reports to officials I

Special attention ■ /

■^ Capacity for work + information on school 

Followup and education |
Probation f

Hospital period number ■
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1. 13 United States Multi State Information System ■■ י י (

^ .(References: E. M. Laska; £. M. Laska and R. Bank; E. M. Laska et al .)

The Multi State Information System (MSIS) for psychiatric patients is a x

computerized cl inical and administrative management information system. It was ,

developed by, and is based at, the Information Sciences Division of the Rock ;

land Research Institute in Orangeburg, New York. The system itsel f serves men ■:

tal health programs in several states in the United States; as well, the soft \

ware and data collection forms are in use elsewhere. /
The basic data collection tool is the admission form with other information

.added to the system determined by the individual client's needs. Most of the

forms are designed as multiple choice checklists so that only those items most

appropriate to the individual patient will be completed. The information is
collected via an integrated set of forms so that each item of information need [

^ only be collected once.

There are four basic types of instruments used in the MSIS. These pe rta 1n

to: 1) records of cl ients as they progress through a mental health program;

2) services received/and or rendered;

3) other agencies associated with the treating agency; and

4) fiscal and administrative functions of the agency. 1

The clientoriented forms provide a complete record of a patient's treat
ment program. Basic demographic descriptors are recorded at the time of intake

into the program, as well as data necessary for the administration of the treat /

ment program such as prior care, referral , legal status. Information is added I

to the client record via the Mental Status Examination Record, the Problem App [

raisal Scale and the Periodic Evaluation Record. I

^k Service delivery is reported both for direct services, by type of service, /

personnel and duration, and indirect services such as consultations, administra /
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tion and education. This information allows routine evaluation of personnel
0 activities. It also enables the development of a service resource directory.  ;

Fiscal and administrative functions are linked with the information system . J

for general inventory programs, development of cost centres for cost finding and

ratesetting systems, and automated billing systems.  I

Information flow in the MSIS is smooth, since most centres have a small '

computer terminal linked to the computer centre by telephone. Data forms are :

structured so that they can be keypunched from recording sheets or so that an /

optical scanner may be used. Coding schemes follow standard procedures where ;

possible (such as the International Classification of_ Diseases or the Diagnostic /

and Statistical Manual of Psychiatric Disorders); where schemes do not already :

/

exist, the MSIS organization develops its own system with expert guidance. When ■:

,<

data is fed into the system, it is automatically reviewed for errors and an  |.

|ef error analysis report is produced which lists computer recognized recording . '

errors and suggests corrections. I

/

Variation in data collection is restricted within the MSIS by the universal \
/

use of ^^^^ structured questionnaires. This restriction ensures that the core |
information obtained in all parts of the system is fundamental to all records /

and is consistent, and permits accurate comparison of records. '

Outputs are produced by the MSIS in three ways. The first are automatically
produced reports which are generated when data is entered. Data from an admission '

form results in the production of an admission note; a narrative report is pro |
duced from a mental status examination report. These are substituted for those /

reports usual ly dictated by clinicians, and are then typed. /
The second kind of output consists of several commonly used individual !

patient reports which have been specially programmed. An example is the patient  [

*^ history report, which outlines the sequence of clinics and locations serving a .

patient and his/her changes in status. This kind of report can also summarize |
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the progress forms completed, and 1s produced simply by identifying the client /

^^ and the particular time period of interest. '' I

The statistical reporting system provides the th1rd kind of output. All /

data collected is available from this system by crosstabulations as well as /

alphabetical listings for certain userspecified criteria. These procedures I

are selected by a standard set of statements. '

The MSIS is used as an aid for the administration of mental health programs, :

and for monitoring of cl inical and management functions. It also provides the |

necessary data for program evaluation on a facility basis, as well as for indiv \

idual cases.

#

i

<

 ■, /
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/

1.14 USSR  Health Information System /M^?0
.gat *'.*.'

™ (References: A. S. Kiselev (1972, 1980).)

Information systems for the management of public health in the USSR are  .

constructed in accordance with government plans for developing the national 1

economy. Health information systems are being developed to create a network :r

at all government (national , republic, regional) and establ ishment levels.
Standard procedures and methods of data collection and analysis have been dev

eloped to ensure consistency. ;

A number of subsystems exist at each level . Nationally, there are aux I

iliary subsystems which record the movement of personnel working in the health /
services, monitor financial and planning information, and provide management ;

and planning of drug provision. Specific subsystems include those for health :

statistics such as automatic calculation of rates and health indices, sanita [

standard reference information.
Many of these systems also exist at the regional level, where efforts are

devoted to building integrated medical information systems for the region. In

stitutions develop subsystems as required, for management functions, scientific /
i
.*<

and clinical research, and for routine patient followup dependent on treatment *

measures employed. /
The Psychiatric Registry is an example of a subsystem at the national level. /

Physicians in the USSR are obliged to register each psychiatric patient. Patients

are registered at local health centres, using standard forms that are suitable
for high speed data processing. The register is checked routinely to verify . ,

data, and to remove any patients who have recovered. |:

. $ The data contained in the Registry is used for administering and Planning .

psychiatric services in the USSR. The Registry facilitates study of the mr /
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' i
bidity and prevalence of erntal disease, as well as the demographic aspects of [

\
studied, although it is not possible to determine the completeness of registra \

tion of psychiatric patients in the country. |
The following list indicates those items collected on intake for the Psy |

chiatric Registry, and those items collected at time of removal from the |
i

Registry. /
Intake Removal I

sex . sex
residence residence
age a9e
diagnosis diagnosis
duration of treatment duration of treatment I

occupation patient identification number I

education reason for removal from registry

, . . cause ot aeatn Isel fsupporting or dependent I

legal competence I
dispensary registration |
antisocial activities I

initial diagnosis t

source of referral '

regional code
facility code
patient identification number

@ . i

1
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1.15 World Health Organization  WHO Information System ■י^*^>י. ' ;A  . :^|r (References: A. S. Haro (1980b); World Health Organization.)

The World Health Organization Information System (WHO/IS) is an umbrella

title covering several existing and planned information subsystems. They are /

all related in that they serve the international exchange of health information /

between WHO and individual countries, despite different purposes, users, design <r

and operation. y

The WHO/IS is divided into two main parts. The first is the Programmes :

Information System which provides information required for program planning, ;

management and evaluation. The second is the Special Purpose Information Sub .

system which includes technically and/or scientifically oriented subsystems :

supporting information transfer among WHO members. 1'

The Programmes system is based on a profile of welldefined elements '

its? which ensures that the information collected on related programs or components ' ,

is compatible and comparable. As well , it enables the user to get more infor /
f

mation out of the system than he has put in. The Special Purpose Information /
>

Subsystem is concerned v/ith the processing of requests for information received i
by WHO and the dissemination of information. It is also responsible for refer \

ence systems (nonbibl iographic and directories) , standardized procedures and ;

support for scientific surveys, and systems to maintain and process country \

heal th information. j]

The design of the WHO/IS reflects the organizational structure of WHO in \

its de central ization. Information is stored at regional offices or appropriate

headquarters where it may be most widely used. . ;

The information system is a vehicle to make information available cross S

/
/■?£ nationally for comparati ve study. Some examples of information needs include j

health strategies, control of communicable diseases, efficient prevention and I

i
<
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control measures for noncommunicable disease, health manpower, adverse effects <

^P of drugs and environmental conditions. Collection of this information requires f
effective collaboration between the source of information and the processor; ;

an adequate information technology supports information exchange among the i

source, processor, and disseminator. ■
Currently, information collected by WHO is produced in routine statistical /

reports. These include population and vital statistics, mortality, morbidity i
and mortality from notifiable infectious diseases, cancer registrations, hosp t

ital establ ishment statistics, and health manpower statistics. /
The goal of the WHO/IS is to provide information to assist in planning \

projects, support research and educational activities, offer a bibliographic >]

retrieval service, and provide information on health legislation and compara :

tive studies of legislative subjects. This will result in the consolidation ;

^m of a wide range of national health information into a synopsis of the world \

health situation.

I

I

\

■

/

/
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Appendix 2  Examples of Minimum Data Sets /

2.1 United States Department of Health Education and Wei fare ;

Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set ' '

2.2 F. H. Roger . .; ; I
/

Proposal for a European Minimum Data Set :;

2.3 J. Froom ' ;

Proposals for Ambulatory Care Basic Data Set ;

i

2.4 P. Gronroos and R. TervoPellikka \ ' :

t

Finnish Hospital League Minimum Data Base י \

...■■ ' /

■ , i.

._ ' ■. ...11 ■ : ■^ ■
■T ■' י ■י *י

'i  ■

.r. ■v . ■ .
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2.1 Uniform Hospital DischargeData Se t IAf(See United States Department ofTlealth, Education and Welfare, 1980b.) I

There are fourteen itenrs proposed for this data set: F

personal Identification 1

date of birth /

, sex ■ /

' race and ethnicity /

residence . /

hospital identification , r

admission date
discharge date /

physician identification  attending
physician identification  operating
diagnoses '

procedures and dates
disposition of patient

■■ expected principal source of payment

.
2.2 European Minimum Data Set ;

)See F. H. Roger.) ;

There are thirteen items proposed for this data set:
hospital identification
patient number

sex
age
marital status
area of residence
month and year of admission
duration of stay
discharge status
main diagnosis

^^ other diagnoses
**^ surgical and obstetrical procedures . /

other significant procedures f
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2.3 Ambulatory Care Basic Data Set ..Jf&Mg*'■■, ■/ ■4£k(See J.Froom. ) *m '

There are sixteen itenrs proposed for this data set:
identification number patient identification
residence source(s) of payment
date of birth date /
sex patient's purpose/reason/symptom/complaint I

marital status ■ diagnostic procedures f

race therapeutic procedures \

facility identification management procedures I
provider identification disposition ;

f

^W 2.4 Finnish Hospital League Minimum Data Base  ■

(See P.'Gronroos and R. TervoPellikka.) j

Six groups of data compose this data base: .  *

personal data personal identification /

name ;

address I
occupation code i
other personal identifiers f

data regarding the care episode /
medical information _ j

administrative information ■ /

reference data where patient records are kept I

treatment scheduling data i
waiting list information f

cumulative treatment data !

brief summaries of past treatments /

critical medical data /

0 '
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Appendix 3  Examples of Longterm Care Basic Data Sets .: ;

0. I
3.1 United States Department of Health and Human Services I

Longterm Health Care Minimum Data Set i

3.2 E. W. Jones, B. J. McNitt and E. M. McKnight f

Patient Classification for Longterm Care ;'

■  ■ I

3.3 J. H. Murnaghan /

Recommended Longterm Care Data Set

3.4 C. F. Roy and D. B. Keeler

Thames Valley District Health Council Longterm Care Data Base

t

■ ■ ■ t

1.

■ :

;
r

$

..' ;  /

 ■ ' ^ י j

i

■r. ■.■■■■  ■■ ■  ■■. .' .i.
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3.1 Longterm Heal th Care Minimum Data Set
Jef (See United States Department of Health and Human Services.)

This data set is divided into four major sets of i tenrs :

Demographic items. ■.■ ''
personal identification
sex ■ ■ ■ ■ ■._ , ; ■ /

birth date ■ "i:'\\ \
race and ethnicity . . ''
marital status
usual living arrangements  type and location
courtordered constraints  care, guardian

Health status items .■■:■ ;

vision. ■" . <

hearing .."
communication  expressive, receptive
basic activities of daily living  bathing, dressing, toilet, transfers,

continence, eating, walking
mobility
adaptive tasks
behavior problems v ^ ■

orientation or memory impairment ;;
disturbance of mood
primary and other significant diagnoses

**f Service items
provider identification  unique number, location, type
last principal provider
date of admission or commencement of service
direct services
principal source of payment ■

charges
discharge or termination of service  status, date

Procedural items
date of report"' ■' ■ /
type of report ■ . (f [

'\..."■■ ' f■

, . /
* . 1

"; ■ . ■' /
. . ■ . i

^ ■^ ■ :  "'" /

": : :'; ;i ' :

■f
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/
3.2 Patient Classification for Longterm Care ■ ■  /

~  #=     '* '

This data set is divided into five sections: \

Identifying and sociodemographic i tenrs :
date of classification interviewer or classifier >

program identification patient's location at time of
patient record number assessment
social security or health length of time at location
insurance number usual living arrangements
sex number of living children I
race education
marital status usual occupation ■l

religious preference employment status \
residence address total family income '

health care coverage

Functional status i tenrs : !

mobility level eating/feeding /

transferring toileting ;

walking bowel function /
wheeling bladder function I;

stair climbing communication of needs
bathing orientation as to time, place, person
dressing behavior pattern

sight impairment joint pain and swelling I

hearing impairment missing limbs ,

speech impairment paralysis/paresis
fractures and dislocations dentition i

joint motion disorders

Medical status  risk factor measurements: \
height kidney function measurement (BUN) \

weight albuminuria
blood pressure cigarette smoking J
blood cholesterol [

Certain medically defined conditions: i
alcoholism drug abuse I
anemia hypertension /
angina and/or myocardial malignancy i
infarction mental illness I
cardiac arrythmias neurologic disorders f
congestive heart failure respiratory disease, chronic /
diabetes mellitus /

/. /
i

I
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3.3 Recommended Longterm Care Data Set ^^'■y0:f'
|ef (See J. H. Murnaghan, 1976a.) m

This data set is divided into three sections:
Demographic i tenrs : " ;

personal identification residence  latest noninstitutional
date of birth and current f

sex living arrangements  type, avail
marital status ability of caregiver ;:

race/ethnicity
Individual attributes: t

events/reasons for use physical functionning/disability ;

of services mental functionning/disability f

diagnoses ( I CD) social functionning/disabil ity ■

physical impairments performance of ADL and IADL .

distress/mood/pain/self [
perception :■

Service and administrative elements: I
principal provider and assessment date f

facil ity(i .d. number) categories of servi ce currently ~,

last principal provider provided I

( i . d . number) disposition ■ I
admission/entry date source of payment i

4efdischarge/ termination date costs/charges per unit/episode of service': '_

\

This data set includesfif teen i tenrs : ';
/

patient identification reporting institution /

residence code completion of government extended car3 iten. j
sex reason for delays in placement I

age reason for extended vacancy :

institution requested (code) change in status (v/aiting list, admission,
service5 roquested discharge, awaiting discharge, deceased) /

institutional accomodation date change in status /

requested special projects [
month  |
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